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C L I M AT E C H A N G E

S E C U R I T I E S R E G U L AT I O N

The authors of this article review the many scientific and legal developments related to

climate change in 2007 that those preparing disclosure forms for the Securities and Ex-

change Commission will want to consider. They expect such disclosures to continue to be

the focus of close scrutiny. Indeed, they say that not since companies struggled with disclo-

sure of their superfund contingent remedial liabilities a decade and a half ago has there has

been so much focus on securities disclosure of environmental issues. Whether last year was

the year that tipped the scales toward more robust climate change disclosure in energy or

financial services companies’ 10-K filings, the authors of this article say it certainly moved

companies in both sectors closer to certainty. This report provides a foundation upon which

to make the judgments that go into these disclosures.

Disclosing Effects of Climate Change in Energy, Financial Companies’ 10-K’s
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W ill the scientific and legal developments of 2007
bring about the robust climate change securities
disclosures from energy and financial services

companies that environmentalists encourage? The ac-
cretion of scientific evidence on the effects of green-
house gas emissions, the emerging consensus on inevi-
table federal legislation, and crystallizing regional re-
quirements provide those preparing these disclosures

plenty to consider. This report provides a framework
for those considerations.

Not since companies struggled with disclosure of
their superfund contingent remedial liabilities a decade
and a half ago has there has been so much focus on se-
curities disclosure of environmental issues. The evolu-
tion of public policy and company practices with re-
spect to climate change is following a trajectory similar
to that earlier struggle. Federal legislation of green-
house gas emissions remains on the horizon, though
perhaps nearer this year than last. The scientific evi-
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dence about the weather-related impacts of climate
change is more certain, though the actual impacts re-
main remote. Some regional legal requirements are
now in effect, and others, still emerging. One would em-
pathize with the Securities Exchange Commission over
its having to respond to pleas to provide guidance in
this unsettled area if the SEC’s failure to heed the pleas
did not saddle the regulated community with the bur-
den of puzzling it out.

Based upon a review of significant scientific findings
issued in 2007 and governmental developments on the
federal, regional, and state levels, this report investi-
gates whether events in 2007 provided companies in the
energy and financial services sectors with enough cer-
tainty to make more robust climate change disclosures.
This report does so in the context of relevant SEC dis-
closure obligations, requests for the SEC to provide
greater clarity in this area, and other significant private
sector developments.

1. In a Nutshell
Key findings in this report are as follows:

s Companies considering their climate change dis-
closure obligations will consider two types of im-
pacts: physical and legal. These are the same cat-
egories in which proponents of greater climate
change urge greater disclosure (Section 4.2.2).

s Despite calls from the Government Accountability
Office, shareholders groups, and U.S. senators, it
seems unlikely the SEC will release meaningful,
specific guidance on climate change disclosures
(Section 7.1). Nor do we foresee near term, sub-
stantial SEC enforcement against anyone but the
most egregious violators.

s New scientific findings issued in 2007(Section 2)
create greater certainty regarding geographically
distant or temporally remote climatic conse-
quences. Whether these consequences translate
into disclosure obligations is less certain (Section
7.2).

s While there remain uncertainties about the final
contours of federal climate change legislation, its
enactment is generally thought to be inevitable
(Section 3.1). Regional initiatives are more certain
(Section 3.2, Appendix A). There can be no doubt
about the overall effect of these legal
developments—constraining the ability to emit, or
increasing the cost of emitting, carbon dioxide and
perhaps other greenhouse gases. While that over-
all effect is certain, it has to be processed through
the sieve of the SEC’s disclosure requirements
(Section 4.1). Disclosure through that process is
not likely to bring about, in the near term, the
specificity that proponents of greater climate
change disclosure urge (Section 7.3).

s While developments in 2007 may have moved com-
panies away from the uncertainty end and closer to
the certainty end of the disclosure continuum,
where a company currently falls on the continuum
is, obviously, dependent on the company’s specific
operations. Examples of how companies in both
the energy and financial services sectors have ad-
dressed physical and regulatory developments in
recent securities filings (Sections 6, 7.2, and 7.3,
Appendices B and C) can serve as guideposts.

2. Key Scientific Findings Released in 2007
Increases in the amount of greenhouse gases, such as

carbon dioxide and methane, in the atmosphere act to
warm the global climate. While fluctuations in the at-
mospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases have oc-
curred for thousands of years, the concentrations of
carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide have in-
creased significantly since 1750 as a result of human ac-
tivities and now far exceed pre-industrial levels.1 The
significant increase in carbon dioxide is due primarily
to fossil fuel use, while increases in methane and ni-
trous oxide are primarily due to agricultural causes.2

The Fourth Assessment of the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC) is unequivocal in finding a
warming of the climate and finding that most of the ob-
served increase in globally averaged temperatures since
the mid-twentieth century is very likely due to the in-
crease in human-caused greenhouse gas concentrations
in the atmosphere.3 On Feb. 2, 2007, the United States
Government announced its support of the conclusions
of the IPCC’s Fourth Assessment.4

The physical impacts of climate change are projected
to be significant. The IPCC, set up jointly by the World
Meteorological Organization and the United Nations
Environment Programme in 1988 to provide the most
up-to-date and comprehensive scientific, technical, and
socio-economic information about climate change, is
generally regarded as the most authoritative resource
on the impacts of global climate change. The following
two tables distill current and projected future impacts
from the IPCC’s 2007 Fourth Assessment that may be
relevant to readers of this report.

CURRENT IMPACTS

‘‘Observational evidence from all continents and most oceans shows that many natural systems are being affected by re-
gional climate changes, particularly temperature increases.’’

There is high confidence of the following changes with respect to natural systems:
s Enlargement and increased numbers of glacial lakes.
s Increasing ground instability in permafrost regions and rock avalanches in mountain regions.
s Changes in Arctic and Antarctic ecosystems, including those in sea-ice biomes and of predators high in the food

chain.

1 M.L. Parry, O.F. Canziani, J.P. Palutikof, P.J. van der Lin-
den and C.E. Hanson, Eds., ‘‘IPCC, 2007: Summary for Policy-
makers,’’ in Climate Change 2007: Impacts, Adaptation and
Vulnerability. Contribution of Working Group II to the Fourth
Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change 7-22 (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, UK,
Feb. 2007) (commonly referred to as the ‘‘Fourth Assess-
ment’’).

2 Id.
3 Id.
4 The U.S. Department of Energy press release is available

at http://www.energy.gov/news/4704.htm.
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CURRENT IMPACTS

Based on growing evidence, there is high confidence of the following effects to hydrological systems:
s Increased runoff and earlier spring peak discharge in many glacier and snow fed rivers.
s Warming of lakes and rivers in many regions.

There is very high confidence of strong effects to terrestrial biological systems, including:
s Earlier timing of spring events such as leaf-unfolding, bird migration and egg laying.
s Poleward and upward shifts in ranges of plant and animal species.

There is medium confidence regarding the following effects associated with temperature increase:
s Effects on agricultural and forestry management at Northern Hemisphere higher altitudes such as earlier planting of

spring crops.
s Human health impacts such as heat-related mortality in Europe, changes in infectious disease vectors, and increase

in allergenic pollen.

Other impacts, but not considered established trends:
s Sea-level rise and human development are together contributing to losses of coastal wetlands and mangroves and

increasing damage from coastal flooding.

FUTURE IMPACTS

Freshwater Resources
s Drought-affected areas will likely increase in extent. Heavy precipitation events are likely to increase in frequency

and will augment flood risk.
s Water supplies stored in glaciers and snow cover are projected to decline, reducing water availability in mountain

regions where more than 1/6 of the world’s population lives.

Ecosystems
s Resilience of ecosystems likely to be reduced this century due to issues such as flooding, drought, wildfire, insects,

and ocean acidification.
s Net carbon uptake by terrestrial ecosystems is likely to peak before mid-century and either weaken or reverse lead-

ing to an amplification of climate change.
s 20-30 percent of species will face an increased risk of extinction due to a temperature increase between 1.5 and 2.5

degrees Celsius.
s In North America, disturbances from pests, diseases and fire are projected to have increasing impacts on forests,

with an extended period of high fire risk and large increases in area burned.

Coastal Systems
s Coasts will experience increased risks due to sea level rise.
s Greater loss of coral reefs.
s Loss of coastal wetlands including salt marshes and mangroves.
s Significantly increased flooding, with acute impacts to small islands, Asian and African mega-deltas.

Industry, Settlement and Society
s Most significant impact linked to populations along coastal areas and river flood plains.
s Significant impacts to economies closely linked with climate-sensitive resources.
s With more frequent and intense extreme weather events, economic and social costs will increase.

Health
s Increased deaths, disease, and injury due to heat waves, floods, storms fires, and droughts.
s Increased frequency of cardio-respiratory diseases due to higher concentrations of ground-level ozone.

In addition to the IPCC Fourth Assessment, the
Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS) released a report
that is considered generally authoritative. The UCS’s
July 2007 report focused on the impacts of climate

change to the northeastern United States.5 The north-
east is particularly vulnerable to coastal impacts be-
cause of the concentration of people living in coastal ar-

5 See Union of Concerned Scientists, Coastal Impacts, CON-
FRONTING CLIMATE CHANGE IN THE U.S. NORTHEAST 15 (July 2007).
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eas.6 Nearly 53 million people live in the coastal coun-
ties of the northeast, and in 2004, the value of insured
coastal property between New Jersey and Maine ex-
ceeded $3.7 trillion.7 Conservatively, continuation of
the recent trend in sea level rise would result in a 6 inch
increase over 2005 levels by the end of the century, but
when additional impacts of climate change, including
the melting of the polar ice sheets, are taken into con-
sideration, sea level rise could exceed 4.5 feet.8

3. 2007 Governmental Developments in the
Climate Change Arena

3.1 Federal Legislation.
By December 2007, members of the 110th Congress

had introduced more than 165 bills, resolutions, and
amendments specifically addressing climate change
and greenhouse gases. The proposals cover a broad ar-
ray of topics including cap-and-trade greenhouse gas
limitations, resolutions calling for U.S. participation in
international climate change negotiations, and funding
for research. On Dec. 5, 2007, the Senate Environment
and Public Works Committee passed the Lieberman-
Warner Climate Security Act (S. 2191), which would es-
tablish a cap-and-trade program and require an ap-
proximately 63 percent reduction in greenhouse gas
emissions by 2050. The Lieberman-Warner bill is the
first climate change bill to pass out of a committee, and
the bill is expected to reach a floor vote sometime in
2008.

A cap-and-trade approach, such as that proposed by
the Lieberman-Warner bill, appears to be Congress’ fa-
vored approach for reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
A carbon tax, the alternative to a cap-and-trade ap-
proach, has only been raised in two legislative propos-
als. While there may be a rigorous academic debate re-
garding whether a cap-and-trade approach is favorable
to a tax, the dearth of carbon tax proposals versus the
numerous cap-and-trade bills speaks to a strong politi-
cal aversion to implement a new tax and the general
consensus supporting a cap-and-trade approach.

3.1.1 Cap and Trade.
Under a cap-and-trade program, also known as an

emissions trading program, a regulatory agency sets a
limit on the amount of a pollutant that can be emitted
from a given area. Regulated entities, in turn, are re-
quired to hold enough emissions allowances to account
for the amount of pollutants they emit. The total num-
ber of allowances in the program cannot exceed the cap
set by the regulatory agency. Typically, the cap is pro-
gressively decreased to achieve greater emissions re-
ductions over time. Entities that cannot efficiently re-
duce emissions can purchase allowances from entities
that can more easily reduce emissions. In essence, the
buyer of allowances is paying for the right to pollute,
while the seller is rewarded for efficient emissions re-
ductions. Theoretically, an emissions trading scheme is
an ideal mechanism for reducing pollution, because it
allows for cost-effective emissions reductions along
with an overall declining cap on emissions. In practice,
however, a significant downside to emissions trading
schemes is that the cost of compliance cannot be accu-

rately predicted prior to implementation. If the initial
emissions cap is set too low, the cost of compliance will
be substantial because not enough allowances will be
available to allow for efficient reductions. Moreover, as
market forces largely dictate the costs of compliance,
fluctuations in emissions trading markets can cause un-
certainty.

Most of the cap-and-trade proposals in Congress fol-
low the general approach discussed above but have
variations in the sectors covered under the program, the
greenhouse gases that are covered, and the flexibility
afforded to regulated entities.

s Sectors Covered. The Lieberman-Warner bill, like
several other proposals, applies to a broad section
of the economy by regulating entities that produce,
distribute, or import chemicals that have the po-
tential to emit greenhouse gases. Other proposals,
such as Sen. Thomas Carper’s (S. 1177) or Sen. Di-
ane Feinstein’s (S. 317), apply only to the power
sector.

s Greenhouse Gases Covered. While some proposals,
such as the Carper bill, are limited to carbon diox-
ide, the trend is for regulation of six common
greenhouse gases: carbon dioxide, methane, nitro-
gen oxides, sulfur hexafluoride, perfluorocarbons
(PFCs), and hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs).9

s Auctions. One material variation among the pro-
posals is the number of allowances that are ini-
tially allocated to regulated entities at no cost ver-
sus the number of allowances that are sold at auc-
tion. The Lieberman-Warner bill proposes an
initial auction of 26 percent of allowances in 2012,
moving to an auction of almost 70 percent of the
allowances by 2031. The Bingaman-Specter ap-
proach is somewhat less stringent, with an initial
auction of 24 percent of allowances in 2010, and an
auction of 53 percent allowances by 2030. Other
proposals delegate authority to the regulator to de-
termine the split between allocation and auction.
Based on the variety of proposals, the exact ap-
proach to auctioning cannot be determined, but
the general trend that emerges is that, under most
approaches, a fraction of the allowances will be
auctioned at the initiation of the program and will
increase each year thereafter.

s ‘‘Safety Valve.’’ Many proposals contain a so-called
‘‘safety valve,’’ which is a mechanism that prevents
the cost of allowances from being too high and the
burden on businesses too great. For example, if the
initial cap is too stringent, allowances will be in de-
mand and the price of allowances will be too
high—so high that it could detrimentally impact
the economy. In order to prevent the cost of allow-
ances from skyrocketing, the legislative proposals
contain ‘‘safety valves.’’ The Bingaman bill pro-
poses a ‘‘technology accelerator payment’’ (TAP)
that allows regulated entities to pay $12/metric ton
of greenhouse gas in lieu of using an emissions al-
lowance. The cost of the TAP will increase at 5 per-
cent above the rate of inflation per year. The TAP
receipts will be used towards funding of new tech-
nology. In effect, the Bingaman proposal caps the
cost of allowances at $12/ton. As soon as allowance
prices exceed $12/ton, regulated entities will use
the TAP. The Bingaman safety valve is favorable to
regulated entities because it sets the maximum
price for allowances, but the downside is that the

6 Id.
7 Id.
8 Id at 17.

9 See Lieberman-Warner, Bingaman-Specter, and Fein-
stein.
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approach may prevent the market from function-
ing efficiently and achieving emissions reduction
targets. Other approaches allow entities to borrow
against future allowance allocations under the pro-
gram, usually for a period of up to five years.10

With the ability to borrow against future years, en-
tities can engage in long-range planning by using
more allowances in the current year and planning
for an efficiency upgrade several years into the fu-
ture. Yet another option for flexibility is an early
action provision where entities can obtain allow-
ances for reducing emissions prior to initiation of
the program. For example, the Carper bill would
allow an entity to obtain early reduction allow-
ances for greenhouse gas reduction projects or
carbon sequestration projects that occur prior to
implementation of the program.

s ‘‘Offsets.’’ Another alternative for flexibility is the
use of offsets to reduce an entity’s overall green-
house gas emissions and required number of al-
lowances. Companies that invest in projects to
‘‘offset’’ greenhouse gases, such as carbon seques-
tration, methane capture, and renewable energy
projects obtain relief. Under Lieberman-Warner,
an entity may meet up to 15 percent of its compli-
ance obligations with specified domestic offsets. In
a similar manner, the Bingaman proposal allows
for regulated entities to obtain ‘‘bonus’’ allowances
through carbon capture and sequestration
projects. Many of the other proposals contain off-
set provisions similar to those found in the
Lieberman-Warner and Bingaman bills. Therefore,
it may be reasonable to assume that any successful
cap-and-trade legislation may contain an offset
provision.

3.1.2 Carbon Tax.
In comparison with a cap-and-trade approach, a car-

bon tax offers certainty and simplicity. It also, however,
contains the word ‘‘tax.’’ Therefore, despite the cer-
tainty and simplicity that a carbon tax might offer in
comparison to a cap-and-trade program, politicians are
reluctant to propose a new tax.11 This reluctance is
demonstrated by the fact that only two carbon tax bills
have been proposed in the 110th Congress. Rep. Fort-
ney Stark’s (D-Calif.) Save Our Climate Act of 2007
(H.R. 2069) calls for a tax of $10 per ton of carbon emit-
ted, with the price per ton increasing by $10 per year.
The America’s Energy Security Trust Fund Act of 2007
(H.R. 3416) by Rep. John Larson (D-Conn.) proposes a
tax of $15 per ton of carbon with an incremental in-
crease in price thereafter. Rep. John Dingell (D-Mich.)
has prepared a draft carbon tax proposal, but according
to him, only to demonstrate that Americans would be
unwilling to support the burdens imposed by a carbon
tax.

3.2 Regional Initiatives.
Regional programs are the most tangible, current

form of climate change regulation. While each is in vari-
ous stages of development, three regional initiatives
will require definite greenhouse gas reduction within
their jurisdictions: the northeast’s Regional Greenhouse
Gas Initiative (RGGI), the Western Climate Initiative
(WCI), and the Midwestern Greenhouse Gas Accord

(MGGA).

Northeast RGGI Western WCI Midwest MGGA

Connecticut
Delaware
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
New Hampshire
New York
New Jersey
Rhode Island
Vermont

Arizona
British Columbia
California
Manitoba
Montana
New Mexico
Oregon
Utah
Washington

Illinois
Indiana*
Iowa
Kansas
Manitoba
Minnesota
Michigan
Ohio*
South Dakota*
*observers

A synopsis of each of these programs, including their
status, can found in Appendix A.

Of these three regional programs, RGGI is by far the
closest to implementing its cap-and-trade regulatory
model and, in many respects, represents the archetype
for the WCI and MGGA. Its goals are to cap carbon di-
oxide emissions at 1990 levels from 2009 through 2014,
and to reduce emissions 10 percent below this level by
2018. To this end, RGGI requires each of its member-
states to create market-based regulations, substantially
similar to RGGI model rules, that cap total carbon diox-
ide emissions from fossil fuel-fired power facilities and
provide for trading of emission allowances throughout
the northeast. The allowance allocation system of the
model rules provides for a portion of the allowances to
be auctioned and a portion to be granted to existing fa-
cilities at no cost. In addition, carbon offsets may be
used in limited circumstances, which are expanded
should carbon prices become overly burdensome. Cur-
rently, RGGI’s first allowance auction is scheduled to be
held in June of 2008, and the entire program is slated to
take effect by 2009.

Though significantly less developed than the RGGI,
both the WCI and MGGA are supported by agreements
among their member states requiring the development
of regional market-based regulatory programs. How-
ever, in contrast to the scope of RGGI’s program, both
the WCI and MGGA are intended to regulate all green-
house gases from various economic sectors, rather than
only controlling carbon dioxide from power generation
facilities. Under the WCI, greenhouse gas emissions
must be reduced 15 percent below 2005 levels by 2020.
Under the MGGA, emissions must be reduced by 16
million tons. Currently, both the WCI and MGGA intend
to promulgate model rules by the middle-to-end of
2008, and the MGGA intends to be fully implemented
by 2010. The WCI has not indicated when it will be fully
implemented.

3.3 Other State Initiatives.
Other state initiatives take a variety of forms: from

expected regulatory tactics, to novel use of public nui-
sance theories in lawsuits, to investigatory authority.

In addition to the three regional initiatives described
in the preceding section, several states have developed
individual programs aimed at addressing greenhouse
gas emissions within their borders. Most of these pro-
grams are still in their infancy—existing only in the
form of legislative aspiration and administrative plan-
ning. There are instances, however, where individual
states have taken concrete regulatory action. California,
for example, has created its own market-based regula-
tory initiative that exists independently of the WCI.

10 See also S. 317; see also S. 1177.
11 See Gregory Mankiw, ‘‘One Answer to Global Warming:

A New Tax,’’ The New York Times, Section 3 at 6 (Sept. 16,
2007).
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Moreover, California and Washington have developed
unique emission standards for fossil fuel-fired power fa-
cilities, which regulate all long-term financial interests
of electric service providers rather than directly control-
ling generators themselves. Aside from California and
Washington, other states have taken steps to individu-
ally address greenhouse gas emissions within their bor-
ders based upon a smattering of different regulatory
programs. While there is extensive diversity in ap-
proaches, common themes can be identified:

s Currently, twenty-six states have established re-
newable portfolio standards, which require a given
proportion of a state’s electricity load to be served
by renewable sources of power.

s Nearly every state has adopted some sort of mea-
sure to promote demand-side management and en-
ergy efficiency programs including, among others,
facilitating distributed power generation intercon-
nections, providing financial support through sys-
tem benefit charges, requiring integrated resource
planning, and allowing for consumer net metering.

s In addition to California, at least sixteen states
have established, or intend to establish, Califor-
nia’s Low Emissions Vehicle Program, which re-
quires a 30 percent reduction in greenhouse gas
emissions from new vehicles by 2016 starting with
model-year 2009 vehicles. These regulations, how-
ever, are currently the subject of dispute between
these states and the federal EPA, which recently
denied the Clean Air Act waiver necessary for
these rules to take effect. For their part, the states
have vowed to undertake a judicial challenge of
the denial.

To date, states have been unsuccessful in attempts to
force reductions in greenhouse gas emissions through
public nuisance suits against corporations. Two highly
publicized suits were rejected under the political ques-
tion doctrine.

In July 2004, in an effort to force action in the ab-
sence of federal greenhouse gas regulation, eight state
attorneys general and the city of New York filed a law-
suit against five electric utilities alleging a public nui-
sance arising from the utilities’ contribution to global
warming.12 The plaintiffs sought injunctive relief re-
quiring defendants to cap carbon dioxide emissions and
continue with annual reductions. The court, however,
found it lacked jurisdiction over the case, because the
plaintiffs presented a non-justiciable political question
that required a policy decision by either the legislative
or executive branch.13

In another case, the California Attorney General sued
the six largest car manufacturers for damages associ-
ated with greenhouse gas emissions from the defen-
dants’ cars under a theory of a public nuisance.14 Again,
the court held that the lawsuit raised a non-justiciable
political question: that it is the type of policy-making

determination reserved for the elected branches of gov-
ernment.15

The failure of the plaintiffs in Connecticut v. Ameri-
can Electric Power and California v. General Motors
suggests common law nuisance claims are not likely to
provide a successful means for obtaining direct green-
house gas reductions from private companies.

On Sept. 17, 2007, New York state Attorney General
Andrew Cuomo began an investigation into whether
five utility companies should have disclosed whether
their plans to construct new coal-fired power plants car-
ried financial risks from compliance with yet-to-be
passed climate change legislation. In opening the inves-
tigation, the attorney general issued subpoenas to five
companies: AES Corporation, Dominion, Dynergy, Pea-
body Energy and Xcel Energy. In letters accompanying
the subpoenas, the attorney general questioned
whether investors received enough information about
the potential financial liabilities of carbon dioxide emis-
sions. The letters also stated that ‘‘selective disclosure
of favorable information or omission of unfavorable in-
formation concerning climate change is misleading.’’
While there has been little information released to the
public on the progress of the investigation, the attorney
general’s use of financial disclosure laws in the climate
change arena calls into question exactly how much in-
formation energy companies must disclose regarding
climate change costs to avoid such legal entanglements.
Yet, more importantly, is it possible to disclose accurate
information in an uncertain legislative environment?

4. Securities Disclosure and Climate Change

4.1 Synopsis of Relevant Regulation S-K
Disclosure Requirements.

The SEC issued its Regulation S-K in 1977, expanded
it substantially in 1982, and revised it from time to time
thereafter (17 C.F.R. § 229). Regulation S-K is designed
to consolidate and provide a framework for disclosure
requirements of the 1933 and 1934 Acts. Most notewor-
thy, Regulation S-K requires annual and quarterly filing
of disclosure reports via Forms 10-K and 10-Q. Three
parts of Regulation S-K are particularly relevant to the
issue of disclosure of the impact of climate change
regulation: Item 101 (disclosure of capital expendi-
tures); Item 103 (disclosure of legal proceedings); and
Item 303 (management discussion & analysis or
MD&A).

Item 101 (Disclosure of Capital Expenditures) re-
quires disclosure of any material effect that environ-
mental compliance costs may have on earnings, capital
expenditure, and competitive position. ‘‘Materiality’’ is
defined for these purposes with respect to whether en-
vironmental liability will impact the registrant’s finan-
cial position. The Supreme Court test of ‘‘materiality’’ is
whether ‘‘there is a substantial likelihood that a reason-
able investor would find the availability of the informa-
tion to significantly alter the total mix of information
available in the decision making process.’’16 Item 101
requires registrants to project the costs of environmen-
tal compliance for two years (or longer if the registrant
believes that the cost of pollution control equipment
will be materially higher than those disclosed for the
two-year period) and to compare these costs to those of

12 See Connecticut v. American Electric Power Co., 406 F.
Supp. 2d 265 (S.D.N.Y. 2005). See also ‘‘Judge Dismisses
Greenhouse Gases Lawsuit, Says Other Branches Control
Policy Decision’’ (179 DEN A-10, 09/16/05).

13 Id. at 271.
14 See California v. General Motors Corp., N.D. Cal., No.

C06-05755 (Sept. 17, 2007). See also ‘‘Federal Court Tosses
Out Nuisance Claim Filed Against Six Automakers by Califor-
nia’’ (181 DEN A-9, 09/19/07).

15 Id.
16 TSC Industries v. Northway, Inc., 426 U.S. 438 (1976).
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its competitors. Noteworthy environmental examples
include the costs of upgrading or replacing under-
ground petroleum storage tanks to meet the EPA’s rules
that became effective in 1998, 40 C.F.R Part 280, and
the costs of installing air pollution control equipment to
satisfy the rules that were the outgrowth of the imple-
mentation of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990.

Item 103 (Disclosure of Legal Proceedings) requires
disclosure of any current and pending administrative or
judicial environmental protection proceedings arising
under any federal, state, or local law if:

(1) the claim is ‘‘material to the business or financial
condition of the registrant;’’

(2) the claim is ‘‘primarily for damages, or involves
potential monetary sanctions, capital expendi-
tures, deferred charges or charges to income and
the amount involved, exclusive of interest and
costs, exceeds 10 percent of the current assets of
the registrant and its subsidiaries on a consoli-
dated basis;’’

(3) the claim ‘‘involves monetary sanctions unless
the registrant reasonably believes that such pro-
ceeding will result in no monetary sanctions, or
in monetary sanctions, exclusive of interest and
costs, of less than $100,000, provided, however,
that such proceedings which are similar in nature
may be grouped and described.’’

The same TSC v. Northway materiality standard applies
in this context as well.

Item 303 (Management Discussion & Analysis,
MD&A) requires a description of trends that are reason-
ably likely to affect a registrant’s liquidity or its capital
expenditures.17 The MD&A is ‘‘intended to give the in-
vestor an opportunity to look at the company through
the eyes of management by providing both a short and
long-term analysis of the business of the company.’’18

MD&A disclosure is necessarily of a prospective nature.
MD&A requires disclosure of ‘‘known trends or any
known demands, commitments, event or uncertainties
that will result in or that are reasonably likely to result
in the registrant’s liquidity increasing or decreasing in
any material way.’’19 ‘‘If the registrant knows of events
that will cause a material change in the relationship be-
tween costs and revenues . . ., the change in the rela-
tionship shall be disclosed.’’20 Item 303(a) also provides
that, ‘‘[w]here in the registrant’s judgment a discussion
of segment information or of other subdivisions of the
registrant’s business would be appropriate to an under-
standing of such business, the discussion shall focus on
each relevant, reportable segment . . . .’’21

SEC guidance on MD&A disclosure focuses regis-
trants on two inquiries:

(1) Is the known trend, demand, commitment, event
or uncertainty likely to come to fruition? If man-
agement determines that it is not reasonably
likely to occur, no disclosure is required.

(2) If management cannot make that determination,
it must evaluate objectively the consequences of
the known trend, demand, commitment, event or
uncertainty, on the assumption that it will come
to fruition. Disclosure is then required unless
management determines that a material effect on
the registrant’s financial condition or results of
operations is not reasonably likely to occur.22

4.2 Looking to the SEC for Clarification.

4.2.1 Past Reconciliation of Disclosure Obligations and
Environmental Uncertainty.

For a decade and a half, most of the activity at the in-
tersection of environmental regulation and securities
disclosure law focused on disclosure of remedial (clean
up) contingent liabilities and of pending environmental
enforcement and litigation actions. A 1992 survey of
SEC registrants showed 62 percent of respondents had
not accrued known environment-related exposures
(chiefly of the clean up type) on their financial state-
ments.23 A 1996 study of environmental disclosure by
companies involved in IPOs who had been identified as
‘‘potentially responsible parties’’ at one or more Super-
fund sites found a non-reporting rate of 54 percent, as
compared to a non-reporting rate of 61 percent for cur-
rently registered companies.24 Ultimately, the ASTM
provided some useful guidance in this area in issuing
‘‘ASTM E2137-01 Standard Guide for Estimating Mon-
etary Costs and Liabilities for Environmental Matters.’’
The ASTM E2137-01 Standard is a voluntary guide to
be used by those estimating, chiefly, environmental
clean up costs. It sets out a hierarchy of costs with the
‘‘expected value’’ (a probability weighted average of a
range of possible outcomes) at the top of the hierarchy.

Non-disclosure of environmental liabilities has not
gone unnoticed at the SEC. A recent example of the
SEC’s bringing an enforcement action relating to dis-
closure of environmental clean up liabilities involved
Ashland Chemical. On Nov. 29, 2006, the SEC issued a
settled administrative cease-and-desist order against
Ashland, a Fortune 500 chemical company incorporated
in Kentucky, and William C. Olasin, an Ashland em-
ployee, in connection with misstatements of Ashland’s
environmental reserve.25 Without admitting or denying
the findings, Ashland consented to the commission’s or-
der finding that the company violated Sections 13(a),
13(b)(2)(A), and 13(b)(2)(B) of the Exchange Act and
Rules 12b-20, 13a-1, and 13a-13 thereunder, and requir-
ing that Ashland cease and desist from committing or
causing any such violations and future violations. Ash-
land also consented to a number of undertakings, in-
cluding the strengthening of its internal controls for de-
termining its environmental reserve, and the retention
of both an independent auditor and an outside firm to
review its policies, procedures, and internal controls for

17 17 C.F.R. § 229.303.
18 Concept Release on Management’s Discussion and

Analysis of Financial Conditions and Operations, Exch. Act
Release No. 6711, 52 Fed. Reg. 13,715, 13,717 (Apr. 24, 1987).

19 17 C.F.R. § 229.303(a)(1) (emphasis added); see also Re-
lease No. 6711, 52 Fed. Reg. at 13,717.

20 17 C.F.R. § 229.303(a)(3)(ii).
21 Id. at § 229.303(a)

22 Sec. Act. Release No. 6835, 54 Fed. Reg. 22,427, 22,430
(May 24, 1989).

23 PriceWaterhouse, Accounting for Environmental Com-
pliance: Crossroads of GAAP, Engineering and Government –
Second Survey of Corporate America’s Accounting for Envi-
ronmental Costs (1992).

24 Martin Freedman and A.J. Stagliano, Environmental Dis-
closure by Companies Involved in Initial Public Offerings
(1996).

25 Ashland Chemical, SEC News Digest 2006-229 (Nov. 29,
2006).
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determining its environmental reserve and for soliciting
and investigating internal complaints, including mea-
sures to prevent retaliation against complainants. With-
out admitting or denying the findings, Olasin consented
to the commission’s order finding that he caused Ash-
land’s violations and also violated Exchange Act Rule
13b2-1, and requiring that Olasin cease and desist from
committing or causing any such violations and future
violations.26

Beyond clean up obligations, in 1998, EPA’s Office of
Enforcement and Compliance Assurance surveyed the
disclosure of environmental legal proceedings in regis-
trants’ 10-K statements for the years 1996 and 1997 and
found a non-reporting rate of 74 percent. That discov-
ery led, in 2001, to two actions. First, high ranking EPA
officials issued a memorandum to headquarters and re-
gional enforcement staff directing them to include, in
their enforcement documents, essentially a ‘‘reminder’’
to their enforcement targets that they should consider
SEC disclosure obligations.27 EPA will not, of course,
tell its targets that they are required to disclose but in-
stead will tell recipients that they should determine
their disclosure obligation. The memorandum in-
structed enforcement officials to include such notice
when an administrative complaint is filed, an adminis-
trative order issued, or a letter demanding penalties
sent. Second, EPA posted on its website pending en-
forcement actions, not including clean up actions or
matters referred to the Department of Justice.28 This
posting, of course, gets the information into the hands
of corporate watch dogs.

4.2.2 Following a Similar Path on Climate Change.
Increased focus on disclosure of climate change im-

pacts is following a pattern familiar from the earlier
evolution of the contingent remedial liability disclosure
saga. Public interest groups do comparative research.
Activist shareholder groups focus more intently and pe-
tition Congress and the commission for heightened at-
tention. Voluntary consensus organizations develop
templates for what constitutes good disclosure in the
area.

4.2.2.1 Friends of the Earth Study and Congressional
Interest.

Perhaps the genesis of the current focus on climate
change disclosures can been dated to the Friends of the
Earth’s 2002 study of the issue. In that year, Friends of
the Earth released a pivotal survey of uneven disclosure
of the impact of climate change among large corpora-
tions.29 That survey reviewed disclosures of 87 publicly
traded companies and found that 26 percent provided
some climate change reporting. About half of all elec-
tric utilities and integrated oil and gas companies dis-
cussed climate change in their then most recent SEC fil-

ings. Less than 20 percent of automobile and truck
manufacturers discussed the impact of climate change
on their businesses. Only one of fifteen petrochemical
companies and one of the fourteen largest property and
casualty insurance companies discussed climate
change. At the time of the study’s release, its author,
Michelle Chan-Fisher, was quoted as saying, ‘‘A com-
pany like ExxonMobil or General Motors can’t tell leg-
islators on one hand that the greenhouse gas reduction
laws would spell disaster, while not disclosing this same
risk to shareholders.’’30

The Friends of the Earth Study led Democratic Sens.
Corzine and Lieberman and Independent Sen. Jeffords
to ask the General Accounting Office (GAO) for infor-
mation on the effectiveness of SEC requirements on en-
vironmental disclosures.31 The GAO issued its response
two years later.32

The GAO found that little is known about the extent
to which companies are disclosing environmental infor-
mation in their filings with SEC, despite many efforts to
study environmental disclosure over the past ten years.
The primary impediments to conducting such studies
lie in determining for specific companies (1) what envi-
ronmental information is potentially subject to disclo-
sure, and (2) whether the information should be consid-
ered material (thus meeting the reporting threshold)
given the companies’ particular circumstances. The
GAO’s specific analysis of a limited number of disclo-
sures related to the future risks posed by potential con-
trols over greenhouse gas emissions similarly revealed
substantial variation in the information that companies
are reporting to investors.

The GAO’s report went on to discuss the SEC’s en-
forcement of environmental disclosure requirements.
The GAO noted that the SEC’s primary means of over-
seeing disclosure is reviewing companies’ filings and is-
suing comment letters to request revisions or additional
information. In each of the preceding five years, SEC’s
Division of Corporation Finance reviewed about 8 to 20
percent of companies’ annual filings. The GAO found,
however, that the SEC did not track the nature of the
division’s comments on filings to identify the most com-
mon problems, analyze trends, or determine where ad-
ditional guidance may be warranted. The GAO noted
that an SEC review of annual filings from Fortune 500
companies in 2002 found relatively few problems with
environmental disclosure overall, compared with other
types of disclosure. The GAO categorized experts’ sug-
gestions on ways to increase and improve environmen-
tal disclosure into three broad categories: (1) modifying
the disclosure requirements and improving guidance
for reporting entities, (2) stepping up SEC’s monitoring
and enforcement of existing requirements, and (3)
adopting nonregulatory approaches to improving dis-
closure.

The disclosure provisions of the Lieberman-Warner
bill (see Section 3.1.1, above) offer a clear indication
that the need for disclosures of climate change risks to
investors is clearly not being lost to Congress in its at-

26 Rel. 34-54830; AAE Rel. No. 2518; File No. 3-12487.
27 Mary K. Lynch, Director, Office of Planning and Policy

Analysis, and Eric V. Schaeffer, Memorandum to OECA Office
Directors, Regional Counsel, etc. Guidance on Distributing the
‘‘Notice of SEC Registrants’ Duty To Disclose Environmental
Legal Proceedings’’ (Jan. 19, 2001).

28 EPA Enforcement Alert, Office of Regulatory Enforce-
ment, Vol. 4, No. 3 (Oct. 2001), available at http://
www.corporatesunshine.org/epa.pdf.

29 Friends of the Earth, Survey of Climate Change Disclo-
sure in SEC Filings of Automobile, Insurance, Oil & Gas, Pet-
rochemical, and Utilities Companies (2002) is available at
http:/www.foe.org/international/secsurvey.pdf.

30 ‘‘U.S. Corporations Fail to Disclose Data to SEC on Envi-
ronmental Risks, Report Says’’ (190 DEN A-10, 10/1/02).

31 ‘‘Senators Ask GAO to Help Find Information on Firms’
Environmental Disclosures to SEC’’ (212 DEN A-6, 11/1/02).

32 GAO, Environmental Disclosure: SEC Should Explore
Ways To Improve Tracking and Transparency of Information
(July 2004).
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tempt to establish an emission reduction program. In
addition to establishing a greenhouse gas cap-and-trade
program, the Lieberman-Warner bill would require,
within two years of enactment, the SEC to promulgate
regulations that require issuers of securities to inform
investors of materials risks relating to: (1) the financial
exposure of the issuer because of the net global warm-
ing pollution emissions of the issuer, and (2) the poten-
tial economic impacts of global warming on the inter-
ests of the issuer. The climate change disclosure provi-
sion also requires the SEC to issue an interim,
interpretive release within one year of the enactment of
Lieberman-Warner, clarifying that under items 101 and
303 of Regulation S-K the (1) commitments of the
United States to reduce emissions of global warming
pollution under the United Nations Framework Con-
vention on Climate Change, done at New York on May
9, 1992, are considered to be a material effect; and (2)
global warming constitutes a known trend.

4.2.2.2 Petition to SEC
The Coalition for Environmentally Responsible

Economies (CERES) has been a strong advocate for the
SEC to assure disclosure of climate change risks. In a
letter, dated March 19, 2007, CERES called for the SEC
to require better climate change disclosures from pub-
lic corporations. CERES followed up its March 2007 let-
ter by joining with Environmental Defense, the New
York Attorney General, and a number of the nation’s
largest institutional investors in submitting a petition,
dated Sept. 18, 2007, to the SEC calling for the commis-
sion to clarify that publicly traded companies must dis-
close risks and opportunities related to climate change
under existing law. In the petition, CERES called for the
SEC to require, at a minimum, that public companies
disclose material information regarding:

s physical risks associated with climate change,

s financial risks and opportunities associated with
present or probable greenhouse gas regulation,
and

s legal proceedings relating to climate change.

CERES’s petition attracted supporters. On Dec. 6,
2007, Sens. Chris Dodd (D-Conn.) and Jack Reed (D-
R.I.) sent a letter to the SEC urging the agency to pro-
vide guidance to facilitate climate change disclosures.
In the letter, the senators stated that ‘‘the SEC should
issue definitive guidance in the form of an interpretive
release to ensure greater consistency and completeness
in disclosure of material information related to climate
change and current and probable future governmental
regulation of greenhouse gas emissions; provide infor-
mation for registrants on whether and how to disclose
such matters; and ensure that investors have access to
material climate change information.’’33

4.2.2.3 Voluntary Consensus Standard
In addition to this CERES petition, there is another,

voluntary initiative to enhance climate change disclo-
sure called the Global Framework for Climate Risk Dis-
closure (Global Framework). The Global Framework is
a creation of the Investor Network on Climate Risk. The

Investor Network on Climate Risk is a four trillion dol-
lar network of investors that promotes a better under-
standing of the financial risks and opportunities posed
by climate change.34 The Global Framework for Cli-
mate Risk Disclosure was developed in 2005 by 14 lead-
ing institutional investors as a method for standardizing
climate risk disclosure and provides a method for inves-
tors to accurately analyze a company’s business risks
and opportunities resulting from climate change. The
Global Framework consists of disclosures in the follow-
ing four areas:

s Greenhouse Gas Emissions. Companies should dis-
close total greenhouse gas emissions, including ac-
tual historic emissions since 1990, current emis-
sions, and estimated future emissions from their
operations, purchased electricity, and products.

s Strategic Analysis of Climate Risk. Companies
should provide the management’s strategic analy-
sis of climate risk, including a clear statement
about implications for competitiveness. The infor-
mation should address access to resources, the
timeframe that applies to the risk, and the compa-
ny’s plan for meeting strategic challenges.

s Assessment of Physical Risks of Climate Change.
Companies should analyze and disclose material
physical effects that climate change may have on
the company’s business and supply chain.

s Regulatory Risks. Companies should list the green-
house gas regulations that exist in countries where
they operate. They should also state expectations
regarding the future cost of greenhouse gas regu-
lation, potentially including a range of alternative
scenarios.

The Investor Network on Climate Risk recommends
applying the framework through existing reporting
mechanisms, including through SEC filings.

5. Other Private Sector Investigations.
In addition to the securities disclosure-specific initia-

tives described in the preceding section, there were two
noteworthy private sector initiatives in 2007 that pro-
vide some valuable additional insights on this topic. In
January 2007, CERES and Calvert issued a report ana-
lyzing the results of a questionnaire sent to the S&P 500
in February 2006.35 A total of 228 companies responded
to the questionnaire. Based on the responses, the
CERES/Calvert report made the following key findings:

s While most companies acknowledge the need to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions, only 59 respon-
dents had disclosed measurable emissions reduc-
tions targets and specific timeframes for reduction.

s Most companies acknowledge risks associated
with extreme weather events, but only 4 percent of
the respondents disclosed strategies for mitigating
and adapting to physical impacts of climate
change.

s Sectors with the most significant greenhouse gas
emissions, such as the electric power generation
sector, gave the highest quality responses, while
companies in sectors with low emissions, such as

33 The letter from Dodd and Reed to Christopher Cox,
chairman of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission,
(Dec. 6, 2007) is available at http://dodd.senate.gov/multimedia
/2007/120607_CoxLetter.pdf.

34 The Investor Network on Climate Risk website is avail-
able at http://www.incr.com.

35 Calvert and CERES, Climate Risk Disclosure by the S&P
500 (January 2007) is available at http://www.ceres.org/pub/
docs/CeresSP500.pdf.
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banks, did not adequately address the potential fi-
nancial risks they face from climate change.

s Compared with companies overseas, the S&P 500
had a low response rate, making company-to-
company comparisons difficult. A total of 72 per-
cent of FT 500 companies responded to the survey,
whereas only 47 percent of S&P 500 companies re-
sponded.

s Almost a third of the respondents requested that
their responses remain confidential, further reduc-
ing the number of companies that provide publicly
available information regarding climate change
risk to investors.

KPMG, through its global reporting group, conducted
a survey—not of SEC filings but of the corporate sus-
tainability reports published in 2006 for the year 2005—
from the 50 leading international companies.36 KPMG’s
report contained some interesting findings:

s ‘‘The survey found that while almost all companies
reported on climate change in their sustainability
reports, on closer examination companies reported
far more on potential opportunities rather than fi-
nancial risks for their companies from climate
change.’’

s ‘‘A surprising two-thirds of companies reported
new business opportunities from climate change,
and nearly half of the companies surveyed re-
ported involvement in emissions trading. Report-
ing on business opportunities was common irre-
spective of whether or not the companies were
based in countries that are party to the Kyoto Pro-
tocol.’’

s ‘‘Few companies reported on the risk of legal ac-
tion such as class action law suits related to cli-
mate change, and almost no companies reported
on risks or business disruptions caused by extreme
weather events such as floods, storms and
droughts, increased forest fires, or long-term
physical changes such as reduced water availabil-
ity.’’

6. Focus on Climate Change Disclosures in
Energy and Financial Sectors.

6.1 Generally
Appendices B and C to this report set out actual ex-

cerpts of recent securities disclosures of select compa-
nies in the energy and financial services sectors that re-
late, directly or indirectly, to climate change. As this ar-
ticle speaks to trends in SEC disclosures, not the
actions of specific companies, the names of the energy
and financial companies whose disclosures form the ba-
sis of this article have been omitted. Rather they are
identified simply as ‘‘Energy Company A’’ or ‘‘Financial
Company B,’’ both in the appendices and within the text
of this article.

In perusing the excerpts in Appendices B and C,
those who routinely read 10-K’s and 10-Q’s will be fa-
miliar with language typically used in them to connote
uncertainty associated with changes in law. Not surpris-
ingly, when financial services firms discuss potential
impacts from changes in law, their focus tends to be
laws that specifically govern financial markets. Indeed,
except for Financial Company G’s 10-K, all the discus-

sions of the uncertainties that arise from potential
changes in law in the securities disclosures of financial
services companies relate to financial markets regula-
tion. See Appendix C.

10-K’s and 10-Q’s for companies in the energy sector
typically contain a more specific acknowledgement
that, for example, the ‘‘changes [in environmental law
and regulation] could adversely affect our existing busi-
ness.’’ See Energy Company B, 2007 10-K. See also En-
ergy Company G, 2007 10-K (‘‘these laws and regula-
tions are subject to frequent change at the federal, state
and local levels, and the clear trend is to place increas-
ingly stringent limitations on activities that may affect
the environment’’). For the energy sector companies
surveyed here, these general observations apply equally
to the emerging regulation of greenhouse gases. Some
filers tend to make very strong statements regarding
the unpredictability of changes in environmental regu-
lation. See e.g., Energy Company E, 2007 10-K (‘‘The
regulatory environment is subject to significant change;
therefore, we cannot predict how future issues may im-
pact the company.’’); Energy Company F, 2007 10-K
(‘‘Environmental laws and regulations are continually
evolving, and, therefore, the character, scope, cost and
availability of the measures we may be required to take
to ensure compliance with evolving laws or regulations
cannot be accurately predicted.’’)

6.2 Energy Sector
Appendix B sets out extracts from 2006 year-end 10-

K’s and third quarter 2007 10-Q’s of seven energy sec-
tor companies. Six are power generators; one is in the
oil and gas transportation business. While all the power
generators address the climate change issue in their fil-
ings, their discussions of the issue vary greatly. Filers
that operate facilities in states that are RGGI members
(see Section 3.2, above) acknowledge the impact of that
initiative (‘‘RGGI will affect our facilities [in the north-
east],’’ Energy Company A, 2007 10-K). Energy Com-
pany C goes so far as to acknowledge that ‘‘the effect
that compliance with RGGI could be material’’ (2007
10-K (emphasis added)).

Filers’ acknowledgements that changes are brewing
on the federal front also take a variety of forms. One ac-
knowledges that ‘‘[t]here may be legislative action’’
(Energy Company D, 2007 10-K; see also Energy Com-
pany E, 2007 10-K). In their spring 2007 10 K, one of the
surveyed companies observed, ‘‘Congress has not ac-
tively considered recent proposed legislation directed at
reducing greenhouse gas emissions’’ (Energy Company
C, 2007 10-K). Certainly, that company will not be re-
peating that statement. (See Section 3.1, above.)

In more recent 10-Q filings, two of the surveyed com-
panies went so far as to note litigation in which carbon
dioxide was held to be a ‘‘pollutant,’’ which the EPA
had authority under the Clean Air Act to regulate, even
though the decision was made under the act’s mobile
source authority. Energy Company A, 2007 10-Q (‘‘We
do not know at this time what further action the lower
court or the EPA will take in response to the U.S. Su-
preme Court’s ruling, or how it may ultimately affect us
or our industry.’’); Energy Company E, 2007 10-Q (‘‘Al-
though [the company] cannot predict how the D.C. Cir-
cuit or the EPA will react to the Supreme Court deci-
sion, one outcome could be a decision to regulate, un-
der the Clean Air Act, emissions of CO2 and other
‘greenhouse gases’ from motor vehicles or from power
plants.’’)

36 KPMG, Reporting the Business Implications of Climate
Change in Sustainability Reports (Aug. 2007).
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Filers’ disclosures regarding the potential effects of
eventual federal legislation have been equally variable.
Only one of the surveyed companies acknowledged the
potential material impact of climate change legislative
proposals. ‘‘The cost to comply with any new legislation
or regulations limiting the company’s greenhouse gas
emissions could be substantial.’’ (Energy Company B,
2007 10-K, stating that the proposals ‘‘have the poten-
tial to be material.’’) Materiality, of course, is affected
by the filer’s fleet. Another company acknowledged that
the potential for ‘‘price impacts’’ resulting from regula-
tion. (Energy Company E, 2007 10-K.) The far more
common approach was to say something along the lines
of: ‘‘it is not possible to accurately estimate how poten-
tial future laws or regulations addressing greenhouse
gas emissions would impact our business.’’ (Energy
Company C, 2007 10 K; see also Energy Company D,
2007 10-K: ‘‘We cannot predict the impact any legisla-
tive action may have on the Company.’’ ); Energy Com-
pany F, 2007 10-K (‘‘[W]e cannot make any prediction
as to whether the proposals will pass or the impact of
those actions.’’).

Another thing that energy generators with less coal-
dependent fleets like to tout in their filings is that they
may be relatively better off than others in their sector if
federal legislation is enacted. ‘‘Our general position
with respect to these laws attempts to take advantage of
our relatively clean portfolio of power plants as com-
pared to our competitors’’ (Energy Company A, 2007
10-K). Better fleets are those that rely on oil and natural
gas rather than coal. ‘‘[Our] New York [subsidiary]
minimizes GHG emissions from its generating plants
through the use of oil and gas fuels and the application
of cogeneration technologies that reduce GHG emis-
sions per unit of energy output’’ (Energy Company B,
2007 10-K). Less emitting still is nuclear. ‘‘By virtue of
its proportionally large investment in low- or non-
emitting gas-fired and nuclear generation technologies,
Energy Company B’s, overall CO2 emission ’intensity,’
or rate of CO2 emitted per kilowatt-hour of electricity
generated, is already among the lowest in the industry’’
(Energy Company B, 2007 10-K).

6.3 Financial Services Sector
Except for Financial Company E’s 10-K, none of the

ten financial services firms surveyed in Appendix C
make any explicit mention of greenhouse gases or cli-
mate change in their securities disclosures. Had they
undertaken this examination in advance of sending
their questionnaire, Calvert and CERES might not have
been surprised by the inconclusive responses by the
bank respondents (see Section 5, above). We assume
without investigation, that many of the financial ser-
vices surveyed here lend to the energy sector and may,
through their private equity branches, own substantial
equity interests in power generation. Nonetheless, the
only regulatory uncertainty they disclose in their secu-
rities filings related to financial markets regulation. In
this context, the disclosures by Financial Company E,
which owns outright three wholesale power generators
in the United States, read uniquely. Even so, Financial
Company E’s environmental disclosure makes no spe-
cific mention of greenhouse gases or climate change.
Despite the lack of 10-K disclosures regarding green-
house gases or climate change, the financial services
sector is not unmindful of concerns associated with
greenhouse gas emissions. In fact, on Feb. 4, three
prominent financial institutions announced a set of

guidelines, called the ‘‘Carbon Disclosure Principles,’’
which are intended to create a consistent approach for
evaluating and addressing carbon risks in the financing
of electric power projects.37 The only insurer surveyed
here makes disclosures regarding how catastrophic
events, including hurricanes, can cause material ad-
verse effects on the company but makes no mention of
the potential for climate change to increase the fre-
quency or severity of such events. .

7. Discussion.
Will 2007 prove to be the year that moved us closer to

certainty to require more robust climate change
disclosure? Some may see the accretion of scientific evi-
dence of the climatic effects of greenhouse gas emis-
sions, the apparent federal consensus forming around
economy-wide cap-and-trade legislation, and the crys-
tallizing of regional requirements (particularly the
RGGI initiative) as making 2007 the year when energy
and financial services companies’ 10-K filings become
materially more robust. For some time, commentators
have foreseen this moment.

Five years ago, a fair reading of Item 303 might have
justified silence on climate change on the part of
most public companies . . . .

Today, doubts on the baseline science continue to di-
minish . . . . A few giant multinationals, for which
materiality, under any available measure, is ex-
pressed in the billions of dollars, may still be justified
in their view that there is no analysis that can cur-
rently be performed in any jurisdiction that would
reasonably be expected to translate climate change
into a material financial risk [citing ExxonMobil’s
and ChevronTexaco’s 2004 10-K which made no
mention of climate change].

Other companies still removed from the immediate
consequences of climate change may also justifiably
remain silent, because market forces creating defin-
able economic effects of greenhouse gas emissions
on their customers may remain too abstract. It is in-
creasingly clear, however, that for publicly traded
companies for which stringent regulation or unfa-
vorable economic trade-offs . . . at a major facility
could translate quickly into material economic or
strategic consequences, the window for well-
founded silence on climate change is closing rap-
idly.38

Developments in 2007 may have moved companies
closer to certainty as far as Item 303 disclosure. What a
given company discloses is, obviously, dependent on
the company’s specific operations. From the attention
this matter has received from the activist (including ac-
tivist shareholder) community, registrants have a clear
indication of the concerns. Both the voluntary Global
Framework and CERES’ September 2007 petition to the
SEC (Section 4.2.2, above) suggested disclosure of
physical risks, regulatory risks, and financial risks and
opportunities associated with present or probable
greenhouse gas regulation and legal proceedings relat-

37 ‘‘Three U.S. Banks Develop Guidelines to Protect Against
Climate Change Risk ’’ (23 DEN A-11, 2/5/08).

38 J.A. Smith & M. Morreale, Chapter Thirteen, Disclosure
Issues, in GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE AND U.S. LAW 453, 466-7 (ABA
2007) (emphasis added).
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ing to climate change. (Given the dismissal of public
nuisance suits under the political question doctrine
(Section 3.3, above), disclosure of legal proceedings
may be less of a concern for 2007.) Additionally, the
Global Framework seeks a greenhouse gas emissions
inventory and some statement of a company’s ‘‘strate-
gic assessment,’’ something that many companies ap-
pear more inclined to make in their corporate sustain-
ability reports (see Section 5, above) rather than in their
SEC filings.

7.1. SEC Clarifying Guidance and Increased
Enforcement Both Unlikely.

Despite calls from the GAO, shareholders groups,
and leading senators (Section 4.2.2, above), it seems un-
likely the SEC will release meaningful, specific guid-
ance on climate change disclosures. We say this know-
ing the Lieberman-Warner bill, if passed, would require
such guidance, but we do not anticipate the bill being
passed, if at all, until late 2008, with SEC guidance fol-
lowing in 2009. There are several factors that lead to
our doubting issuance of meaningful guidance. First, is-
suing such guidance is simply not the commission’s mo-
dus operandi. The commission has issued relatively
scant guidance on the MD&A topic generally, much less
anything specifically tailored to so specific a topic. Sec-
ond, the commission did not resolve the uncertainty
over superfund contingent liabilities (Section 4.2.1,
above) by issuing guidance. Rather, a series of events—
not unlike those playing out with respect to climate
change—resolved the superfund contingent liability
controversy over time. Consider the Friends of the
Earth 2002 climate change study to be analogous to the
decade earlier PriceWaterhouse environmental costs
accounting study. If this analogy is accurate, then the
Global Framework for Climate Risk Disclosure
(Section 5, above) might be the analogy to ASTM’s
E2137-01 Standard Guide (Section 4.2.1, above).

Third, just what guidance could the SEC provide that
is not already otherwise emerging, including voluntary
consensus standards? The situation is in flux. The im-
pact of both the physical forces detailed in the IPCC’s
Fourth Assessment and the UCS report and federal and
regional laws are particularized, for example, according
to the type of fossil fuel a utility burns. What could the
SEC say at this juncture that would provide greater
clarity?

Nor do we foresee substantial SEC enforcement
against anything but the most egregious violators, again
contrary to the GAO’s recommendations (Section 4.2.2,
above). The continued evolution of scientific and public
policy aspects of climate change, even with the signifi-
cant developments of 2007, do not lay a sound founda-
tion for the commission to launch a wave of enforce-
ment actions. The level of present abstraction and re-
moteness of both predicted physical changes and
regulatory regimes—save, perhaps in RGGI states (Sec-
tion 3.2, above)—simply does not afford the commis-
sion with a firm footing for enforcement actions. One
need only compare the present, still evolving situation
with respect to climate change with the much more tan-
gible task of setting environmental cleanup reserves to
see how different the current situation is. It is far easier
to bring an enforcement action against Ashland over
misstatements of its environmental reserve (Section
4.2.1, above) than to establish that a filer understated

the potential future impacts of the evolving law and sci-
ence of climate change.

The situation with companies in RGGI states is sub-
stantially different, and one would not expect omission
of that development in the first quarter 2008 disclosures
of power producers. Assuming those power producers
include a reasonable RGGI-related disclosure (and
some may go as far as to acknowledge RGGI’s potential
materiality), the commission would confront a difficult
task of bringing an enforcement action for other cli-
mate change (non)disclosures. Certainly, the SEC can
compare MD&A disclosures of power producers af-
fected by RGGI or other regional initiatives to draw
conclusions as to the adequacy of such disclosures. In-
deed, the SEC should already be aware of a number of
comparative studies of registrants’ climate change dis-
closures (Sections 4.2.2 and 5, above). Even with that
comparative assessment, however, the commission
would still have to make judgments about the differ-
ences in the fuel the filers burn (e.g., coal versus natu-
ral gas), the concentration of operations in RGGI states
relative to their overall fleet, and other factors. An en-
forcement action in that context is far more complex
than an enforcement action targeting a misstatement of
clean up reserves.

So if stepped up enforcement is not expected, why fo-
cus on enhanced disclosures this year? Partly, one
imagines, the companies surveyed here will want to as-
sure some level of consistency between their corporate
sustainability/climate change reports and SEC filings
(see Section 5, above) while recognizing their different
purposes and the legal standard governing the latter.
No doubt all the companies surveyed here abide to a
code of corporate responsibility, not to mention a com-
mitment to fulfill the spirit of Item 303. The light being
shone on the issue may encourage companies to pro-
ceed cautiously as well.

Are there statements that could be placed in upcom-
ing 10-K’s that would lessen the public ‘‘agitation’’ that
the issue has attracted? This report documents lots of—
for lack of a better word—public and private ‘‘agitation’’
over the issue of climate change disclosures in SEC fil-
ings. Attorney General Cuomo’s subpoena (Section 3.3,
above) might be put in that category. What enforcement
action does the attorney general intend to bring as a re-
sult of his investigation? Some companies may want to
give a nod to (attempt to diffuse?) this agitation with
more robust disclosure. One has to wonder, however,
whether fuller disclosure in SEC filings would appease
this ‘‘agitation,’’ which seems somewhat removed from
current scientific understandings and governing law.
Such disclosure is certainly appropriate for
sustainability/climate change reports, and a comparison
of the content of the two is inevitable (Section 5, above).
Being the subject of such comparison may be entirely
palatable. Fulfilling SEC disclosure obligations (Section
4.1, above) entails a much narrower legal inquiry than
being a responsible ‘‘corporate citizen.’’ Or, put another
way, the measured climate change language of 10-K’s is
not a denial of the scientific consensus of coming cli-
mate effects or of the reality of encroaching laws. The
measured language is appropriate for its context, how-
ever much it might leave some audiences wanting.
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7.2 How Companies Will Consider Disclosing the
Affect of 2007 Scientific Findings.

Whether the scientific findings released in 2007 com-
pel more robust climate change disclosures from en-
ergy and financial services companies depends on two
interrelated questions: first, whether the findings indi-
cate a ‘‘reasonably likely’’ outcome that will materially
affect the company, and, second, whether the findings
have set in motion planning processes within compa-
nies about which reasonable investors might want to
know.

To assess whether the findings indicate a ‘‘reason-
ably likely’’ outcome that will materially affect a com-
pany requires parsing of the ‘‘current’’ versus ‘‘future’’
impacts that the IPCC identified in its Fourth Assess-
ment and UCS findings discussed above in Section 2.
Interestingly, the IPCC does not consider the sea-level
rise and loss of coastal areas, which tends to attract the
most attention in the general media, as an ‘‘established
trend.’’ The UCS estimates the coastal loss will not oc-
cur for decades. Loss of coastal areas seems somewhat
tangible and, therefore, more readily translated into
business impacts. At least to the IPCC, however, it is not
yet certain. Even the quantitative and dramatic (4.5
feet) sea level increases projected by the UCS are
nearly a century away from being realized. In this light,
that only 4 percent of respondents to the CERES/
Calvert questionnaire (see Section 5, above) have begun
planning for the loss may be understandable.

Otherwise, many of the ‘‘Current Impacts’’ in which
the IPCC has ‘‘high confidence’’ tend to be remote from
the continental United States (e.g., enlargement of, and
earlier spring peak discharge into, glacial lakes; insta-
bility of permafrost regions; changes in polar ecosys-
tems). Others in which the IPCC has ‘‘very high confi-
dence’’ (e.g., earlier timing of trees leafing out and birds
migrating and laying eggs, poleward shifts in plant and
animal species ranges ) seem remote from business op-
erations and so of uncertain effect and less certain ma-
teriality. Finally, for many that are more ‘‘graspable’’ or
proximate (e.g., agricultural and forestry management
effects in the Northern Hemisphere, human health
heat-related effects, and increases in pollen), the IPCC
expressed only ‘‘medium confidence.’’ A registrant ap-
plying SEC MD&A guidance could conclude that it is
premature to believe the more ‘‘graspable’’ or proxi-
mate effects are likely to come to fruition.

As to its identification of ‘‘future impacts,’’ the IPCC’s
Fourth Assessment speaks in such generalities (e.g.,
droughts and unusually heavy rains, increased risk of
20 to 30 percent of species loss, coastal areas experienc-
ing increased risk or loss), effects on registrants’ opera-
tions may not yet be possible to predict. So while the
trend or event may be ‘‘known,’’ its material effect on
the company’s business may not be ‘‘reasonably likely’’
under Item 303. Moreover, the company likely has yet
to envision capital expenditures to address these future
impacts, which must be disclosed under Item 101.

All that being said, citizen groups’ comparison of cor-
porate climate change/sustainability reports with SEC
filings (Section 5, above) raises the related second ques-
tion: what if a company, aware of these scientific find-
ings, has set in motion an internal process to monitor
the developments and undertake some long-range plan-
ning to address them? Should that monitoring/planning
process be disclosed consistent with the Item 303’s pur-
pose of allowing an investor ‘‘to look at the company

through the eyes of management’’? One can imagine,
for example, a casualty insurer engaging in long range
planning in recognition of the predictions of more ex-
treme and adverse weather events. Other sectors, such
as the agricultural and tourism industries, may be more
proximately affected by the findings in the Fourth As-
sessment and might similarly engage in business plan-
ning. Such planning would not immediately give rise to
disclosure issues under Items 101 or 103, but what
about 303? Likely not under Item 303 either, until such
time as the planning process resulted in a conclusion
that material effects on operations were ‘‘reasonably
likely.’’ Nonetheless, the possibility of divulging the
planning deliberations in the company’s climate
change/sustainability report creates a vulnerability of
which companies should be mindful. The Item 303 di-
rective to afford investors a look at the company
through management’s eyes weighs in favor of disclo-
sure.

None of the recent 10-K and 10-Q filings of the com-
panies surveyed here have made disclosures regarding
the physical effects of climate change in and of them-
selves. Their disclosures to date have related to the le-
gal developments that have emerged as a result of the
findings relating to future physical effects. Perhaps the
IPCC Fourth Assessment and UCS findings will provide
the impetus for physical effects disclosures in upcom-
ing filings. Among the approaches companies may be
considering could be (1) to acknowledge the greater
specificity of the findings that were released in 2007 in
terms of identifying anticipated effects and estimates of
when they will emerge, or (2) to disclose, in general
terms, any planning, emissions inventorying, or strate-
gic assessment that the company is undertaking.

7.3. What Companies Might Consider With
Respect to Disclosing 2007 Legal
Developments.

As to the enactment of federal climate change legis-
lation, the question no longer seems to be ‘‘whether’’
but ‘‘when’’? There seems, too, to be less of a question
of ‘‘what’’? Cap-and-trade legislation appears to have
trumped a carbon tax. There has certainly been more
focus on an economywide approach than a sectoral ap-
proach. There are, of course, a number of variables in
play as to some of the details of the ultimate legislation
(e.g., what GHGs will be covered, how many of the ini-
tial allowances will be assigned, and how many auc-
tioned). There is also a variety of proposals for building
flexibility into the system through ‘‘safety valves’’ and
‘‘offsets.’’ So the shape of the final legislation, not to
mention the date of its ultimate enactment, is not cer-
tain.

Does this apparent, yet unspecific, consensus give
rise to a disclosure obligation? It is certain that, under
any variation of the all but inevitable legislation, the
right to emit carbon dioxide (and perhaps other green-
house gases) will be constrained and more costly than
it has been to date. It is for this reason that commenta-
tors (see Smith and Morreale, note 38 above), Friends
of the Earth, CERES and its partner institutional inves-
tors, and Sens. Dodd and Reed (Section 4.2.2, above)
expect more robust disclosure. Application of the S-K
disclosure requirements in this uncertain federal legis-
lative context, however, may not bring about the imme-
diate results these disclosure proponents seek. It would
certainly be premature to estimate capital expenditures
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necessary to operate in a world of constrained or more
expensive carbon dioxide emissions rights, without
greater certainty about the extent of the constraint or
the cost. So Item 101 disclosure is not yet an issue.

Given the emerging consensus, Item 303 disclosure
may be more imminent, though the nature and extent of
such disclosure is subject to legitimate differences of
opinion. Under the SEC’s MD&A guidance, manage-
ment would have to take the position that enactment of
carbon dioxide-constraining legislation is not reason-
ably likely to occur in order to avoid disclosure under
Item 303.39 What management specifically discloses
about precise effects on the company’s operations de-
pends on management’s judgment as to how ‘‘reason-
ably likely’’ a ‘‘material effect’’ is from the carbon diox-
ide constraint or costliness. As one still needs a crystal
ball to estimate carbon dioxide costliness, there seems
to be severe limitation on just how far disclosure can
proceed. The analysis is different, of course, for compa-
nies with operations in regions or states with emerging
regulatory regimes.

Companies in the sectors surveyed here that are now
considering the 10-K disclosures they make with re-
spect to legal developments in this area may consider
doing the following:

s Acknowledge the impact of the RGGI initiative and
other emergent regional initiatives (Section 3.2,
above, and Appendix A) if operating power plants
in member states and their inevitable effect of con-
straining (and making more costly) carbon dioxide
emissions.

s Acknowledge the emerging consensus on federal
climate change legislation and its inevitable effect
of constraining (and making more costly) carbon
dioxide emissions (Section 3.1.1, above). Disclo-
sure of likely ‘‘price impacts’’ seems more candid
than broad statements of an inability to predict im-
pacts. Precise impacts may be uncertain, but the
overall effect is not.

s Disclose how one’s fleet composition affects how
the company will fare under these legal develop-
ments. As noted, power producers using natural
gas or nuclear energy are right to state that the ef-
fect of these developments on them will be rela-
tively less (Section 6.2, above).

s For diversified financial services companies, con-
sider the Item 303 instruction to consider discus-
sion of segment information, 17 C.F.R.
§ 229.303(a), as one financial services company
has done as a result of its outright ownership of
three wholesale power generators.

8. CONCLUSION
There were certainly many scientific and legal devel-

opments in 2007 that those writing 10-K MD&A climate
change disclosures will want to consider. Such disclo-
sures have been and will continue to be the focus of
close scrutiny. Whether 2007 was the year that tipped
the scales toward more robust climate change disclo-
sure in energy or financial services companies’ 10-K fil-
ings, it certainly moved companies in both sectors
closer to certainty. This report provides a foundation
upon which to make the judgments that go into these
disclosures.39 54 Fed. Reg. at 22,430.
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Appendix A

KEY ASPECTS OF REGIONAL CLIMATE CHANGE INITIATIVES

Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI)

Membership
Northeastern and Mid-Atlantic States, including: Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland,
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York, New Jersey, Rhode Island, and Vermont.

Organizational Basis
A Dec. 20, 2005, Memorandum of Understanding (RGGI MOU) requiring each member state to
propose ‘‘for legislative and/or regulatory approval’’ a cap and trade program ‘‘substantially as
reflected’’ in the RGGI Model Rule.

Program Goals
Beginning in 2009, RGGI member states will cap their CO2 emissions at 1990 levels through
2014. Member states will then be required to reduce emissions 10 percent below this level by
2018.

Primary Regulatory
Mechanisms

The RGGI aims to achieve this goal by requiring member states’ fossil-fuel fired electric
generating units of 25 megawatts and larger (EGUs) to participate in a cap and trade program:

s Budgets—distributed per member state, but the overall cap applies regionally.
s Allowance Distribution—at least 25 percent of allowances must be auctioned; however,

member states may elect to auction up to 100 percent of their budgeted emission
allowances.

s Compliance Period—3 year intervals, upon which each regulated EGU is required to ‘‘true-
up’’ their allowances with their share of the regional cap.

s Offsets—limited to account for only up to 3.3 percent of an EGU’s emissions with
distinctions for offsets generated within and outside of RGGI’s geographic jurisdiction:
s Within RGGI: offsets are counted 1:1 per ton of CO2 emitted.
s Outside of RGGI: offsets generated within the United States but outside of RGGI are

counted 2:1 per ton of CO2 emitted.
s Price Mitigation Triggers—provides assistance for regulated EGUs during periods of high

allowance prices:
s $7.00 per ton: offset limits are raised to 5 percent of an EGU’s emissions and offsets

may be generated from projects located anywhere in North America on a 1:1 basis.
s > $ 10.00 per ton: compliance periods will be extended by 1 year. However, after 2 years

above $10 per ton, offsets may account for up to 20 percent of an EGU’s emissions and
offsets may be generated from international trading programs.

Present Status

On Jan. 5, 2007, RGGI’s organizing body promulgated its model trading rule. The RGGI MOU
now requires member states to establish rules or statutes implementing the model rule by Dec.
31, 2007. RGGI staff members have indicated that the administrative infrastructure to hold
RGGI’s first allowance auction will be in place by June 2008.

The Western Climate Initiative (WCI)

Membership Western and Pacific-Northwest States and Canadian Provinces, including: Arizona, British
Columbia, California, Manitoba, Montana, New Mexico, Oregon, Utah, and Washington.

Organizational Basis

A Feb. 26, 2007, Original Governor’s Agreement (‘‘Governors’ Agreement’’) requiring member
states to ‘‘collaborate in identifying, evaluating and implementing ways to reduce [greenhouse
gases]’’ in their states. The Governors’ Agreement requires setting greenhouse gas reduction
goals, joining a multi-state registry for emissions, and employing a market-based mechanism to
achieve reductions.

Program Goals
The WCI states and provinces aim to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions to 15 percent
below 2005 levels by 2020. Further reductions to between 85 and 50 percent of current
emission levels have been proposed for the WCI.
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The Western Climate Initiative (WCI)
− Continued

Primary Regulatory
Mechanisms

The current regulatory structure of the WCI is expressed solely in the Governors’ Agreement;
thus its terms are vague:

s Market Based Mechanisms—while the Governors’ Agreement states only that a ‘‘market-
based’’ mechanism will be employed, this likely means that a cap and trade regime of
some kind will be instituted. Furthermore, the WCI Work Plan already makes reference to
the establishing some form of cap and trade.

s Multi-Sector Applicable—the Governors’ Agreement also states that the WCI regime will
apply to multiple sectors of the western economy. In this respect, the region-wide
regulatory regime will not be solely applicable to the energy industry sector and will likely
affect transportation, industrial, and agricultural sectors as well. Other WCI documents
make reference to applying the WCI model rules to various points along greenhouse gas
producing or fossil-fuel consuming economies; including, for instance, regulating fossil-fuel
refining and processing versus direct consumption.

s Multi-State Registry—the Governors’ Agreement requires each WCI member state to
participate in a multi-state greenhouse gas registry, which will track and account
greenhouse gas emissions for member states.

Present Status

Currently, the WCI has promulgated a Work Plan that outlines the WCI’s process for developing
a final design recommendation. These final recommendations, which will require response by
WCI member states and provinces, are due for completion by August 2008. A date for eventual
implementation has yet to be set.

The Midwestern Greenhouse Gas Accord (MGGA)

Membership
The Canadian province of Manitoba and the Midwestern states Minnesota, Illinois, Iowa,
Michigan, Kansas, and Wisconsin; with Indiana, Ohio, and South Dakota acting as official
observers.

Organizational Basis

A Nov. 13, 2007, Accord among the nine state governors and the Canadian provincial premier
requiring member states to ‘‘establish targets for GHG emission reductions and time frames
consistent with states’ targets, and adopt policies, implementation mechanisms and any work
products deemed necessary,’’ to achieve the goals of the Accord.

Program Goals The MGGA members aim to reduce global warming emissions in the Midwest by 16 million
tons.

Primary Regulatory
Mechanisms

The current regulatory structure of the MGGA is expressed solely in its Accord; thus its terms
are vague, though less so that the WCI:

s Cap and Trade—the Accord provides expressly that a cap and trade program will be
developed among the Midwestern states such that program will address multiple sectors,
enable consistency with other jurisdictions, and address any potential federal program that
may develop.

s Multi-Sector Applicable—Like the WCI, the MGGA provides that its program will affect
multiple economic sectors. In this respect, the region-wide regulatory regime will not be
solely applicable to the energy industry sector and will likely affect transportation,
industrial, and agricultural sectors as well. The full MGGA-member states and province are
expected to develop a model cap and trade rule by the end of 2008 for the regional
program. The official observer-states will not participate in this program, rather they will
coordinate with MGGA members toward other emissions reduction efforts.

Present Status Currently, the MGGA has only developed an Accord. However, the Accord requires that a model
cap and trade program be designed by the end of 2008 and be fully implemented by May 2010.
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Appendix B

DISCLOSURE OF CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS IN SECURITIES DISCLOSURES – Energy Sector

Energy Company A

10K for the Period Ending Dec. 31, 2006

Environmental Stewardship

Policymakers at the federal, regional and state levels are advancing legislation to address the impact on the climate of
manmade CO2 emissions. The generation of electricity is the largest single source of manmade CO2 emissions in the U.S.,
and, as such, one of the fastest ways to reduce CO2 emissions is by replacing the nation’s aging fleet of fossil-fuel fired
plants with modern, cost effective, highly efficient combined cycle, natural-gas fired power generation facilities and more
renewable power generation. We are committed to maintaining our fleet of clean, cost effective and efficient power
generation facilities and to the reduction of CO2 emissions. We also are committed to supporting policymakers on
legislation to reduce emissions. In 2006, we were involved in the development and enactment of California’s landmark
global warming legislation, AB 32. In January 2007, we publicly supported legislation introduced by Senator Dianne
Feinstein aimed at reducing greenhouse gas emissions from the electric power sector.

Government Regulation

We are subject to complex and stringent energy, environmental and other governmental laws and regulations at the
federal, state and local levels in connection with the development, ownership and operation of our energy generation
facilities and in connection with the purchase and sale of electricity and natural gas. Federal laws and regulations govern,
among other things, transactions by electric and gas companies, the ownership of these facilities and access to and
service on the electric transmission grid and natural gas pipelines. There have been a number of federal and state
legislative and regulatory actions that have recently changed, and will continue to change, how our business is regulated.
Such changes could adversely affect our existing business.

Climate Change — Regional Activities

Although standards have not been developed at the national level, several states and regional organizations are
developing, or already have developed, state specific or regional legislative initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions through mandatory programs. The two most advanced programs relate to climate change regulation in
California and actions taken by a coalition of northeast states. The evolution of these programs could have a material
impact on our business. However, we believe we will face a lower compliance burden than some competitors due to the
relatively low greenhouse gas emission rates of our fleet.

In California, AB 32 and SB 1368 were signed into law in September 2006. AB 32 creates a statewide cap on GHG
emissions and requires that the state return to 1990 emission levels by 2020; implementation is slated to begin by Jan.
1, 2010. SB 1368 requires GHG emissions performance standard for long-term procurement of electricity, which would
apply to all load serving entities in the state by mid-2007.

Beginning in 2009, nine northeast and mid-Atlantic states will launch RGGI which will affect our facilities in Maine, New
York and New Jersey. RGGI will cap CO2 emissions at current levels, through 2015, and the cap will decrease annually by
2.5 percent until 2019, when the total RGGI cap will be reduced by 10 percent compared to the initial cap level. Each
participating state will receive a share of the total RGGI cap, and decisions on how the allowances will be distributed will
be made by each state. However, RGGI requires that at least 25 percent of the state allocations be set aside for public
purposes, which are expected to be distributed through auctions instead of direct allocations to affected generators.
State level implementation of RGGI is in process, but some states—including New York—have expressed interest in
pursuing an auction process to distribute all allowances, which would require fossil fuelfired generating units to purchase
allowances on the open market.

10Q for the Period Ending Sept. 30, 2007

On April 2, 2007, the U.S. Supreme Court issued a decision in Commonwealth of Massachusetts v. EPA, finding in favor of
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts that the Clean Air Act requires the EPA to regulate GHG from new motor vehicles
once the EPA concludes that such emissions contribute to climate change. In doing so, the U.S. Supreme Court reversed
the lower court’s ruling and remanded the case for further proceedings. We had submitted an amicus curiae brief in
support of the position of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, arguing that the U.S. Supreme Court’s ruling would
effectively determine the EPA’s authority to regulate air pollution associated with climate change from all sources,
including power plants. We do not know at this time what further action the lower court or the EPA will take in response
to the U.S. Supreme Court’s ruling, or how it may ultimately affect us or our industry. Our general position with respect to
these laws attempts to take advantage of our relatively clean portfolio of power plants as compared to our competitors.
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Energy Company B

10K for the Period Ending Dec. 31, 2006

The potential for adverse effects from global warming associated with the atmospheric release of greenhouse gases
(GHG), particularly carbon dioxide (CO2), from industrial sources may result in legislation or regulations requiring utilities
to reduce GHG emissions from power plants and take other steps to offset GHG emissions from other sources. Several
bills have been introduced in Congress that would limit GHG emissions. Beginning in 2009, [two divisions] will be subject
to CO2 emissions restrictions being established under the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative. The Regional Greenhouse
Gas Initiative is a cooperative effort by Northeastern and Mid-Atlantic states to reduce carbon dioxide emissions resulting
from the generation of electricity. Also, New York City recently announced a goal to reduce GHG emissions by the year
2030 by greater than 30 percent. The impacts of these initiatives are currently not defined, but have the potential to be
material. [The company] minimizes GHG emissions from its generating plants through the use of oil and gas fuels and the
application of cogeneration technologies that reduce GHG emissions per unit of energy output. The company’s GHG
emissions also include sulfur hexafluoride (used for arc suppression at substations) and methane (from operation of its
gas delivery system), which the company is working voluntarily with the EPA to reduce. The cost to comply with any new
legislation or regulations limiting the company’s GHG emissions could be substantial.

10Q for the Period Ending Sept. 30, 2007

No mention of climate change.

Energy Company C

10K for the Period Ending Dec. 31, 2006

The Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change became effective in February 2005.
Under the Protocol, participating nations are required to implement programs to reduce emissions of certain gases,
generally referred to as greenhouse gases, that are suspected of contributing to global warming. The United States is not
currently a participant in the Protocol, and Congress has not actively considered recent proposed legislation directed at
reducing greenhouse gas emissions. However, there has been support in various regions of the country for legislation that
requires reductions in greenhouse gas emissions, and some states have already adopted legislation addressing
greenhouse gas emissions from various sources, primarily power plants. The oil and natural gas industry is a direct source
of certain greenhouse gas emissions, namely carbon dioxide and methane, and future restrictions on such emissions
could impact our future operations. Our operations are not adversely impacted by current state and local climate change
initiatives and, at this time, it is not possible to accurately estimate how potential future laws or regulations addressing
greenhouse gas emissions would impact our business.

* * *

We are subject to complex federal, state, local and other laws and regulations that could adversely affect the cost,
manner or feasibility of conducting our operations.

10Q for the Period Ending Sept. 30, 2007

The Company is subject to costs resulting from an increasing number of federal, state and local laws and regulations
designed to protect human health and the environment. These laws and regulations can result in increased capital,
operating and other costs as a result of compliance, remediation, containment and monitoring obligations. As of Sept. 30,
2007, and Dec. 31, 2006, accrued environmental obligations were $0.7 million, which were classified as current on [the
Company’s] Consolidated Balance Sheet.

Energy Company D

10K for the Period Ending Dec. 31. 2006

Environmental laws and liability may be costly. We are subject to numerous environmental regulations. These regulations
govern air emissions, water quality, wastewater discharge, and disposal of solid and hazardous waste. Compliance with
these regulations can significantly increase capital spending, operating expenses and plant down times. These laws and
regulations require us to seek a variety of environmental licenses, permits, inspections and other regulatory approvals.
We may also incur liabilities as a result of potential future requirements to address the climate change issue. The
regulatory environment is subject to significant change; therefore, we cannot predict how future issues may impact the
company.
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Energy Company D
− Continued

We may also incur liabilities as a result of potential future requirements to address the climate change issue. There may
be legislative action to address the issue of changes in climate that result from the build up of greenhouse gases,
including carbon dioxide and methane, in the atmosphere. We cannot predict the impact any legislative action may have
on the Company.

10Q for the Period Ending Sept. 30, 2007

Certain information presented herein includes forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities
Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Forward-looking statements involve certain risks and uncertainties that may cause actual
future results to differ materially from those presently contemplated, projected, estimated or budgeted. Many factors may
impact forward-looking statements including, but not limited to, the following: . . . environmental issues, laws,
regulations, and the cost of remediation and compliance, including potential new federal and state requirements that
could include carbon and more stringent mercury emission controls, a renewable portfolio standard and energy efficiency
mandates. . .

We anticipate significant capital investment across all of our business segments. Most of our capital expenditures will be
concentrated within our utility segments. Our electric utility segment currently expects to invest approximately $4.5
billion (excluding investments in new generation capacity, if any), including increased environmental requirements and
reliability enhancement projects during the period of 2007 through 2011. Our gas utility segment currently expects to
invest approximately $1.0 billion on system expansion, pipeline safety and reliability enhancement projects through the
same period. We plan to seek regulatory approval to include these capital expenditures within our regulatory rate base
consistent with prior treatment.

Energy Company E

10K for the Period Ending Dec. 31, 2006

Future Legislative and Regulatory Developments

In addition to the specific instances described above, there are a number of legislative and regulatory initiatives relating
to the reduction of emissions that are under consideration at the federal, state, and international level. Because of the
nature of [the company’s] business, the adoption of each of these could affect its operations. These initiatives include:

– introduction of several bills in Congress proposing further limits on NOx, SO2, mercury, or limits on carbon dioxide
(CO2) emissions;

– pursuit by the Bush administration of a voluntary program intended to reduce CO2 emissions and efforts in the
Congress to establish a mandatory federal CO2emission control structure;

– passage of the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative by seven states in the northeast U.S.;
– efforts by certain external groups to encourage reporting and disclosure of CO2 emissions and risk. [The company],

as one of the 500 largest electric generators, has prepared responses for the Carbon Disclosure Project’s (CDP)
annual questionnaire and has given permission for those responses to be posted to CDP’s website; and

– litigation filed by states and environmental advocacy groups in the United States Court of Appeals for the Second
Circuit (now under review by the U.S. Supreme Court) and for the D.C. Circuit asking the courts to require the EPA to
promulgate regulations under existing provisions of the Clean Air Act to control the emissions of CO2 from power
plants and from mobile sources such as cars and trucks. [The company] is participating as a friend of the court in
both of these cases in support of reasonable market based regulation of CO2 as a pollutant under the Clean Air Act.

[The company] continues to monitor these actions in order to analyze their potential operational and cost implications.

* * *
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Energy Company E
− Continued

In anticipation of the potential imposition of CO2 emission limits on the electric industry in the future, [the company] has
initiated actions designed to reduce its exposure to potential new governmental requirements related to CO2 emissions.
These actions included establishment of a formal program to stabilize power plant CO2 emissions at 2000 levels through
2005, and [the company] succeeded in actually reducing emissions below 2000 levels. [The company] has now
established a formal program to stabilize power plant CO2 emissions at 20 percent below 2000 levels through 2010 and
continues to support national legislation that would increase planning certainty for electric utilities while addressing
emissions in a responsible and flexible manner. By virtue of its proportionally large investment in low or nonemitting
gas-fired and nuclear generation technologies, [the company’s] overall CO2 emission ‘‘intensity,’’ or rate of CO2 emitted
per kilowatt hour of electricity generated, is already among the lowest in the industry. Total CO2 emissions representing
[the company’s] ownership share of power plants in the United States were approximately 53.2 million tons in 2000, 49.6
million tons in 2001, 44.2 million tons in 2002, 36.8 million tons in 2003, 38.3 million tons in 2004, 36.5 million tons in
2005 and 38.9 million tons in 2006. In 2006, [the company] changed its method of calculating emissions and now
includes controllable purchases as well as its ownership share of generation, which accounts for the increase in 2006.

* * *

Among the factors that could affect market prices for electricity and fuel, all of which are beyond [the company’s] control
to a significant degree, are: . . . changes in federal and state energy and environmental laws and regulations including but
not limited to the price impacts of proposed emission controls such as the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). . .

10Q for the Period Ending Sept. 30, 2007

In April 2007 the U.S. Supreme Court held that the EPA is authorized by the current provisions of the Clean Air Act to
regulate emissions of CO2 and other ‘‘greenhouse gases’’ as ‘‘pollutants’’ (Massachusetts v. EPA) and that the EPA is
required to regulate these emissions from motor vehicles if the emissions are anticipated to endanger public health or
welfare. The Supreme Court directed the EPA to make further findings in this regard. The decision is expected to affect a
similar case pending in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit (Coke Oven Environmental Task Force v. EPA)
considering the same question under a similar Clean Air Act provision in the context of CO2 emissions from electric
generating units. Although [the company] cannot predict how the D.C. Circuit or the EPA will react to the Supreme Court
decision, one outcome could be a decision to regulate, under the Clean Air Act, emissions of CO2 and other ‘‘greenhouse
gases’’ from motor vehicles or from power plants. [The company] is participating as a friend of the court in both of these
cases in support of reasonable market-based regulation of CO2 as a pollutant under the Clean Air Act.

* * *

There are factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those expressed or implied in the forward-
looking statements, including those factors discussed or incorporated by reference in (a) Item 1A. Risk Factors in the
Form 10K, (b) Management’s Financial Discussion and Analysis in the Form 10K and in this report, and (c) the following
factors (in addition to others described elsewhere in this combined report and in subsequent securities filings):
. . .changes in environmental, tax, and other laws, including requirements for reduced emissions of sulfur, nitrogen,
carbon, mercury, and other substances. . .

Energy Company F

10K for the Period Ending Nov. 30, 2006

Environmental laws and regulations are continually evolving, and, therefore, the character, scope, cost and availability of
the measures we may be required to take to ensure compliance with evolving laws or regulations cannot be accurately
predicted.

* * *

Recent legislation has been proposed, which may require . . . limitations on carbon dioxide, particulate matter, and
mercury emissions. The recent regulatory and legislative proposals are subject to normal administrative processes, and
we cannot make any prediction as to whether the proposals will pass or the impact of those actions.
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Energy Company F
− Continued

We are subject to extensive governmental regulations that affect our industry and our operations. Existing and changed
regulations and possible deregulation have the potential to impose significant costs, increase competition and change in
rates which could have a material adverse effect on our results of operations and financial condition. Our operations are
subject to extensive federal, state and local laws and regulations concerning taxes, service areas, tariffs, rates,
issuances of securities, employment, occupational health and safety, protection of the environment and other matters. In
addition, we are required to obtain and comply with a wide variety of licenses, permits and other approvals in order to
operate our facilities. In the course of complying with these requirements, we may incur significant costs. If we fail to
comply with these requirements, then we could be subject to civil or criminal liability and the imposition of liens or fines.
In addition, existing regulations may be revised or reinterpreted, new laws, regulations, and interpretations thereof may
be adopted or become applicable to us and future changes in laws and regulations may have a detrimental effect on our
business.

10Q for the Period Ending Sept. 30, 2007

Environmental laws and regulations are continually evolving, and, therefore, the character, scope, cost and availability of
the measures we may be required to take to ensure compliance with evolving laws or regulations cannot be accurately
predicted.

Energy Company G

10K for the Period Ending Nov. 30, 2006

The [company’s] operations are subject to complex federal, state, and local laws and regulations relating to the
protection of health and the environment, including laws and regulations which govern the handling and release of crude
oil and other liquid hydrocarbon materials, some of which are discussed below. Violations of environmental laws or
regulations can result in the imposition of significant administrative, civil and criminal fines and penalties and, in some
instances, injunctions banning or delaying certain activities. Management of the [company] believes it is in substantial
compliance with applicable environmental laws and regulations. However, these laws and regulations are subject to
frequent change at the federal, state and local levels, and the clear trend is to place increasingly stringent limitations on
activities that may affect the environment.

The [company’s] operations are subject to the Clean Air Act, as amended, and comparable state and local statutes. The
[company] will be required to incur certain capital expenditures in the next several years for air pollution control
equipment in connection with maintaining or obtaining permits and approvals addressing air emission related issues.
Although no assurances can be given, management of the [company] believes implementation of the 1990 Clean Air Act
Amendments will not have a material adverse effect on its financial condition or results of operations.

The [company’s] customers . . . are also subject to, and affected by, environmental regulations. As a result of these
regulations, [the company] could be required to make significant capital expenditures, operate refineries at reduced
levels, and pay significant penalties. It is uncertain what [the company’s] responses to these emerging issues will be.
Those responses could reduce [the company’s] obligations under the pipelines and terminals storage and throughput
agreement, thereby reducing the [company’s] throughput in its pipelines and terminals, cash flow, and ability to make
distributions or satisfy its debt obligations.

10Q for the Period Ending Sept. 30, 2007

The following are among the important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from any results
projected, forecasted, estimated or budgeted: . . .changes in laws and regulations to which the [company] is subject,
including federal, state, and local tax, safety, environmental and employment laws. . .
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Appendix C

2007 10-K’s/10-G’s CLIMATE CHANGE DISCLOSURES - Financial Sector

Financial Company A

10K for the period ending Dec. 31, 2006

Significant regulatory action against [the company] could have material adverse financial effects, cause significant
reputational harm, or harm business prospects. New laws or regulations or changes in the enforcement of existing laws or
regulations applicable to clients may also adversely affect [the company] and its businesses.

Losses caused by catastrophes can fluctuate widely from year to year, making comparisons of results more difficult. With
respect to catastrophic losses, [the company] believes that it has taken appropriate steps, such as careful exposure
selection and adequate reinsurance coverage, to reduce the effect of possible future losses. The occurrence of one or
more catastrophic events of unanticipated frequency or severity, such as a terrorist attack, earthquake or hurricane, that
causes insured losses, however, could have a material adverse effect on [the company’s] results of operations, liquidity or
financial condition.

10Q for the Period Ending Sept. 30, 2007

No discussion of climate change risk and no additional regulatory risk discussion other than a reference to the 10-K.

Financial Company B

10-K for the period ending Dec. 31, 2006

Substantial legal liability or significant regulatory action against [the company] could have material adverse financial
effects or cause significant reputational harm to [the company], which in turn could seriously harm our business
prospects. We face significant legal risks in our businesses, and the volume of claims and amount of damages and
penalties claimed in litigation and regulatory proceedings against financial institutions have been increasing. [The
company], as a participant in the financial services industry, is subject to extensive regulation in jurisdictions in which
we conduct business. [The company] from time to time is the subject of inquiries and investigations by regulatory
agencies. As a result, among other things, we could be fined, prohibited from engaging in some of our business activities
or subject to limitations or conditions on our business activities. New laws or regulations or changes in enforcement of
existing laws or regulations applicable to our clients may also adversely affect our businesses.

Other risks encountered by the Company include political, regulatory and tax risks. These risks reflect the potential
impact that changes in local and international laws, regulatory requirements or tax statutes have on the economics and
viability of current or future transactions. In an effort to mitigate these risks, the Company seeks to continuously review
new and pending regulations and legislation and participates in various industry interest groups.

10-Q for the Period Ending Sept. 30, 2007

No discussion of climate change risk and no additional regulatory risk discussion other than a reference to the 10-K.

Financial Company C

10-K for the Period Ending Dec. 31, 2006

Certain regulatory considerations. As a worldwide business, [the company] and its subsidiaries are subject to extensive
regulation, new legislation and changing accounting standards and interpretations thereof. Legislation is introduced,
including tax consumer protection, privacy and other legislation, from time to time in Congress, in the states and in
foreign jurisdictions that may change banking and financial services laws and the operating environment of the Company
and its subsidiaries in substantial and unpredictable ways. The Company cannot determine whether such legislation will
be enacted and the ultimate effect that would have on the Company’s results.

10-Q for the Period Ending Sept. 30, 2007

No discussion of climate change risk and no additional regulatory risk discussion other than a reference to the 10-K.
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Financial Company D

10-K for the Period Ending Dec. 31, 2006

Our businesses are subject to regulation by U.S. federal and state laws and foreign laws, regulations and policies.
Changes to laws or regulations may even require us to modify our business objectives if existing practices become more
restricted, subject to escalating costs or prohibited outright. Particular risks include regulatory risks arising from local
laws, such as laws which reduce the allowable lending rate or limit consumer borrowing, and from local liquidity
regulations, that may increase the risks of not being able to retrieve assets and changes to tax law which may affect our
return on investments. Our business and the industries in which we operate are also at times being reviewed or
investigated by regulators, which could lead to enforcement actions, fines and penalties or the assertion of private
litigation claims and damages.

10-Q for the Period Ending Sept. 30, 2007

No discussion of climate change risk and no regulatory risk discussion.

Financial Company E

10-K for the Period Ending Nov. 30, 2006

Regulation of Certain Commodities Activities. In connection with the commodities activities in the Institutional Securities
business, [the company] engages in the production, storage, transportation, marketing and trading of several
commodities, including metals (base and precious), crude oil, oil products, natural gas, electric power, emission credits,
coal and related products. [The company] also conducts certain power generation and energy trading activities through [a
subsidiary] and/or entities in which [the company] is the sole or majority shareholder. These activities are subject to
extensive and evolving energy, environmental and other governmental laws and regulations in the U.S. and abroad. In the
past several years, intensified scrutiny of the energy markets by U.S. federal, state and local authorities in the U.S. and
abroad and the public has resulted in increased regulatory and legal enforcement and remedial proceedings involving
energy companies, including those engaged in power generation and liquid hydrocarbons trading. The EU has increased its
focus on the energy markets which has resulted in increased regulation of companies participating in the energy markets,
including those engaged in power generation and liquid hydrocarbons trading.

Our commodities activities subject us to extensive regulation, potential catastrophic events and environmental risks and
regulation that may expose us to significant costs and liabilities.In connection with the commodities activities in our
Institutional Securities business, we engage in the production, storage, transportation, marketing and trading of several
commodities, including metals (base and precious), crude oil, oil products, natural gas, electric power, emission credits,
coal and related products. In addition, we own three exempt wholesale generators in the U.S. and one electric generation
facility in the Netherlands. As a result of these activities, we are subject to extensive and evolving energy, environmental,
safety and other governmental laws and regulations. Our commodities business also exposes us to the risk of unforeseen
and catastrophic events, including leaks, spills and terrorist attacks.

Although we have attempted to mitigate our pollution and other environmental risks, including those discussed below, by,
among other measures, adopting appropriate policies and procedures for power plant operations, monitoring the quality of
petroleum storage facilities and transport vessels and implementing emergency response programs, these actions may
not prove adequate to address every contingency. In addition, insurance covering some of these risks may not be
available, and the proceeds, if any, from insurance recovery may not be adequate to cover liabilities with respect to
particular incidents. As a result, our financial condition and results of operations may be adversely affected by these
events. We also expect the other laws and regulations affecting our energy business to increase in both scope and
complexity. During the past several years, intensified scrutiny of the energy markets by federal, state and local authorities
in the U.S. and abroad and the public has resulted in increased regulatory and legal enforcement, litigation and remedial
proceedings involving companies engaged in the activities in which we are engaged. We may incur substantial costs in
complying with current or future laws and regulations and our overall businesses and reputation may be adversely
affected by the current legal environment.

Power Generation Facilities.The power generation facilities we own are subject to wide-ranging U.S. federal, state and local
environmental laws and regulations in the U.S. and abroad relating to air quality, water quality and hazardous and solid
waste management. They also are regulated under U.S. health and safety regulations. These laws may require capital
expenditures as well as remediation where the facility has failed to comply with environmental, health or safety rules or
has released pollutants into the environment. Additionally, the owners of such facilities may be subject to fines or
penalties for failure to comply with environmental, health or safety rules.

10-Q for the Period Ending Sept. 30, 2007

No discussion of climate change risk and no additional regulatory risk discussion other than a reference to the 10-K.
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Financial Company F

10-K for the Period Ending Dec. 31, 2006

[The firm] operates within a highly regulated industry and its business and results are significantly affected by the
regulations to which it is subject.

[The firm] operates within a highly regulated environment. The regulations to which the Firm is subject will continue to
have a significant impact on the Firm’s operations and the degree to which it can grow and be profitable. Certain
regulators to which the Firm is subject have significant power in reviewing the Firm’s operations and approving its
business practices. Particularly in recent years, the Firm’s businesses have experienced increased regulation and
regulatory scrutiny, often requiring additional Firm resources. In addition, as the Firm expands its international
operations, its activities will become subject to an increasing range of non-U.S. laws and regulations that likely will
impose new requirements and limitations on certain of the Firm’s operations. There is no assurance that any change to
the current regulatory requirements to which [the firm] is subject, or the way in which such regulatory requirements are
interpreted or enforced, will not have a negative effect on the Firm’s ability to conduct its business or its results of
operations.

10-Q for the Period Ending Sept. 30, 2007

No discussion of climate change risk and no regulatory risk discussion.

Financial Company G

10-K for the Period Ending Nov. 30, 2006

Various legislation, including proposals to change substantially the financial institution regulatory system, is from time to
time introduced in Congress. This legislation may change banking statutes and our operating environment in substantial
and unpredictable ways. If enacted, this legislation could increase or decrease the cost of doing business, limit or expand
permissible activities or affect the competitive balance among banks, savings associations, credit unions, and other
financial institutions. We cannot predict whether any of this potential legislation will be enacted and, if enacted, the
effect that it, or any implementing regulations, would have on our business, results of operations or financial condition.

Our stock price can fluctuate widely in response to a variety of factors, in addition to those described above, including:
. . .changes in government regulations. . .

10-Q for the Period Ending Sept. 30, 2007

No discussion of climate change risk and no additional regulatory risk discussion other than a reference to the 10-K.

Financial Company H

10-K for the Period Ending Dec. 31, 2006

We face the risk of litigation and intervention by regulatory authorities in all jurisdictions in which we conduct our
businesses. Among other things, we could be subjected to judgments or fines, be prohibited from engaging in some of our
business activities or be subjected to limitations or conditions on our business activities, all of which could result in
significant losses or reputational damage.

Additional legislation and regulations, changes in rules imposed by regulatory authorities, self-regulatory organizations
and exchanges or changes in the interpretation or enforcement of existing laws and rules may adversely affect our
business and profitability. Our business may be materially affected not only by regulations applicable to us as an
investment bank, but also by regulations of general application, including existing and proposed tax legislation and other
governmental regulations and policies (including the interest rate and monetary policies of the Federal Reserve Board and
other central banks) and changes in the interpretation or enforcement of existing laws and rules that affect the business
and financial communities. In emerging markets in particular, we may be subject to risks of possible price controls,
capital controls, currency exchange controls and other restrictive governmental actions. In many countries, the laws and
regulations applicable to the securities and financial services industries are uncertain and evolving, and it may be difficult
for us to determine the exact requirements of local laws in every market.

10-Q for the Period Ending Sept. 30, 2007

There are no material changes from the risk factors set forth in Part I, Item 1A, in the Form 10K.
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Financial Company I

10-K for the Period Ending Nov. 30, 2006

We are heavily regulated by federal and state agencies. This regulation is to protect depositors, the federal deposit
insurance fund and the banking system as a whole. Congress and state legislatures and federal and state regulatory
agencies continually review banking laws, regulations, and policies for possible changes. Changes to statutes,
regulations, or regulatory policies, including interpretation or implementation of statutes, regulations, or policies, could
affect us adversely, including limiting the types of financial services and products we may offer and/or increasing the
ability of nonbanks to offer competing financial services and products. Also, if we do not comply with laws, regulations, or
policies, we could receive regulatory sanctions and damage to our reputation.

10-Q for the Period Ending Sept. 30, 2007

No discussion of climate change risk and no additional regulatory risk discussion other than a reference to the 10-K.

Financial Company J

10-K for the Period Ending Nov. 30, 2006

Changes to the laws and regulations (including changes in interpretation or enforcement) in the states and countries
where we and our subsidiaries do business can affect the operating environment of bank holding companies and their
subsidiaries in substantial and unpredictable ways. From time to time, various legislative and regulatory proposals are
introduced. These proposals, if codified, may change banking statutes and regulations and our operating environment in
substantial and unpredictable ways. If codified, these proposals could increase or decrease the cost of doing business,
limit or expand permissible activities or affect the competitive balance among banks, savings associations, credit unions
and other financial institutions. We cannot accurately predict whether those changes in laws and regulations will occur,
and, if those changes occur, the ultimate effect they would have upon our financial condition or results of operations. It is
likely, however, that the current high level of enforcement and compliance related activities of federal and state
authorities will continue and potentially increase.

[The company’s] Community Commitment

Committed to reduce [the company’s] absolute carbon dioxide emissions by 10 percent from 2005 levels by 2010

10-Q for the Period Ending Sept. 30, 2007

The following factors, among others, could cause [the company’s] financial performance to differ materially from that
expressed in any forwardlooking statements: . . .the impact of changes in financial services laws and regulations
(including laws concerning taxes, banking, securities and insurance); (13) technological changes.
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